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Ray, Melissa, M.A., Spring 2007             Anthropology 
 
The shield bearing warriors of Bear Gulch: A look at prehistoric warrior identity in rock 
art and places of power  
 
Dr. Anna Prentiss 
 
  Centuries ago prehistoric warriors carved and painted their identities on the sandstone 
cliffs of Bear Gulch 24FR002.  Bear Gulch is the premier shield bearing warrior site on 
the Northern Plains; in fact it holds the most shield bearing warriors known on the 
Northern Plains at a single site. Shield bearing warrior consists of an anthropomorph with 
a shield for a body, a head, feet, and weapons or flags protruding out from behind the 
shield. At Bear Gulch there are elaborate headdresses, flags, shields, weapons, bustles, 
and wolf tail moccasins.  Many of these elements are only found in the ethnographic 
literature and rarely occur in rock art.  We know ethnographically these elements made 
up either the personal medicine bundle or were used as associated regalia suggestive of 
which secret military society one belonged. This is how the historic warrior identified 
himself and others within their society.  Assuming these aspects of historic Indian life 
have ancient origins, perhaps these identities are reproduced in the warrior rock art 
though forms of relationships between elements that make up the shield bearing warrior.  
Also if these relationships are found in abundance at a single site, we can assume this site 
held socio-cultural meaning and was a place of power on the landscape.  
Through statistical testing I am seeking the underlying pattern or relationships 
inherent in the warrior rock art of Bear Gulch. With my database of 759 shield bearing 
warriors with 50 variables coded in SPSS (statistical package for social sciences) I use 
Pearson’s chi square tests to seek relationships between the shields, headdresses, flags, 
weapons, bustles and wolf tail moccasins.  Cramer’s V is utilized to assess the strength of 
these potential relationships.  
The sheer number of shield bearing warriors at Bear Gulch suggests it is a place 
of power. Though contextualizing the rock art with the ethnographic record and utilizing 
statistical methods, these warriors can hint at warrior identity and what role Bear Gulch 
played on the cultural landscape.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Rock art is the visual communication and representation of social structure.  As an 
artifact of ideas, it allows archaeologists a glance at the underlying social structures that 
wove and held together prehistoric cultures into patterned wholes (Schaafsma 1995). It 
can also reveal areas with attached symbolic values that shed light on religion, cosmology, 
and the cultural landscape of prehistoric peoples (Chippindale and Nash 2004). Rock art 
is important to anthropology and archaeology.  For this thesis I am concentrating on what 
the Northern Plains Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition’s main motif, the shield bearing 
warrior (Keyser 1977, 1979, Keyser and Klassen 2001), can reveal about prehistoric 
identity and sacred places on the landscape.  I am looking at a database of unique shield 
bearing warriors from two neighboring sites.  If this 
database contains social relationships and identities, I 
would expect to find statistical relationships. 
The majority of the shield bearing warriors used 
in this study is from Bear Gulch (24FR2) which 
supports an  impressive amount of Ceremonial warrior 
art including 747 warriors, the most shield bearing 
warriors on the Plains (Keyser, personal 
communication). The other 12 shield bearing warriors 
are from Atherton Canyon (24FR3), which is  
approximately 5 miles as the crow flies east  
from Bear Gulch.  Since the few Atherton Canyon shield bearing warriors are very 
similar to Bear Gulch, and geographic proximity is so close, these sites are combined into 
Figure 1: Painted and incised shield bearing warrior 
from Bear Gulch. Shield type is three horizontal 
bands, with roach headdress, ceremonial flag, and 
face paint. 
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the same database. My overall model is that Bear Gulch was a place of sacred space for 
prehistoric tribes.  This sacred space is where warriors went to experience spiritual 
empowerment for the battlefield, where they gained individual and collective identity 
through social relations of spiritual or society membership, where power was manifested 
for social action and possibility where their religion and cosmology was produced and 
reproduced in the rock art.  If Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon are where prehistoric 
warriors went to access spirits, visions, and power, then I would expect to see 
associations between the elements which constitute the shield bearing warrior. These 
elements include different decorated shield designs, 
elaborate headdresses, weapons, flags, bustles, and wolf 
tail moccasins. For example, a specific type of flag may 
be placed in the art consistently with a shield of a certain 
design.  If correlations between the elements that make 
up the shield bearing warrior motif exist, these    
        r relationships will convey warrior  
           and social identity. I believe  
            socially created, culturally 
codified, and planned compositions will be apparent in the rock art and that these 
structures will be found in the similarities of placement of rock art images (Lewis-
Williams 2002a). In other words there are certain elements which will be placed together 
more often than not, and this structure and style of the rock art will reflect the role Bear 
Gulch played in the social production and reproduction of warrior identity.  Therefore my 
goal for this thesis is to substantiate the idea that if Bear Gulch was a place of warrior 
Figure 2: Two incised shield bearing warriors from Bear 
Gulch. To the left is a three-teeth shield type, headless bear 
ears, ceremonial flag with triangular spear attached, and a 
two sided bustle. To the right is a geometric design shield 
type with wolf headdress, and a ceremonial flag with 
triangular spear attached. 
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power, there will be nonrandom relationships between elements of the shield bearing 
warrior.  I have selected these elements which constitute the shield bearing warrior 
because they are the dominant images portrayed in the rock art of Bear Gulch.  I will 
confirm or refute the existence of the nonrandom relationships through the use of formal 
quantitative methods.   
My database consists of 759 shield bearing warriors from Bear Gulch and 
Atherton Canyon, both located in Central Montana. In Excel and SPSS I have built the 
database with variables of different shield types, headdress types, weapon types, bustle 
types, flag types, face paint, wolf tail moccasins, marginal fringe, direction the warrior is 
facing, holding an accoutrement, and which direction the feet are pointing.   From this 
database I will run statistical analyses to determine which variables are associated with 
one another. This study is important as it will contribute to the subfield of rock art studies 
in archaeology.  
Rock Art 
Rock art is human-made images and marks on the rock faces of cliffs, canyon 
walls, boulders, and other stone outcroppings. Pictographs (rock paintings) and 
petroglyphs (rock carvings) are generally encompassed by the phrase rock art.  A glyph is 
a single design, a panel is a group of designs, and a rock art site consists of at least one 
glyph at a single location.  Rock art produced by prehistoric people was their way of 
recording what they saw, felt, and experienced in the world around them. It provides 
“evocative and tangible symbols of the past” (Klassen 2003:154).  These images reflect 
social structures such as religious ideology, ideas of a prehistoric culture and self-identity. 
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They “reflect centuries of Plains history and reverberate with cultural sacred 
meaning”(Klassen 2003:154).  
Rock art serves social purposes such as communication of ideology, power, and 
identity, the passing of social values and ideas, the reinforcing of the status quo, and 
assisting in cultural continuity. Art is “composed in a social setting and has its context in 
a specific body of beliefs and values” (Layton 1991:43).  For my research, the 
Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition is composed and generated in order to depict warrior 
power sources.  How a warrior preformed on the battlefield was directly attributed to his 
spiritual power. These war skills and subsequent honors were required to be recognized 
as a potential leader.   
 The “production and consumption of rock art is embedded in social, economical, 
intellectual circumstances of the community in which the images were made-it reflects 
the society in which it was made, its economy, power structures, myths…” (Lewis-
Williams 2002b:249). Rock art allows the anthropologist to seek out the socially 
structured mental template inherent in the society they are studying.  This template, 
whether it is conscious or unconscious, orders the way people of any given society think 
and act (Lewis-Williams 2002a). This order and structure of the art grows out of and 
expresses the cultural structures based on the relationships between the cosmology, 
religion, ideology and social organization of its members. I believe the Ceremonial Rock 
Art Tradition and the potential relationships within it will indicate if Bear Gulch and 
Atherton Canyon served as an ‘on switch’ for warrior identity whether individual or 
collective, and hence will provide insight into the cultural significance of the images and 
how they served to personify the landscape.  
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The Place of Rock Art within Anthropology 
The study of rock art within anthropology is as a subfield of archaeology and is a 
study of the visual media of social structures. Art for many societies plays a central role 
in social life (Layton 1991). It serves as a visual representation for the communication of 
ideas through images; it may reflect the mental and social world of the culture that left it 
through categorization of aspects of experience, and it may provide information of 
specific contexts such as identity (Ortner 1973; Robb 1998). Visual representation is 
achieved through a grammar or syntax of placement of the images. When certain images 
are placed together as in symbolic units such a shield, headdress, and weapon, this is an 
indication of something important to the culture or society that left the art (Ortner 1973). 
The relationships would portray rites important to the society, which are more likely than 
not shared ideas or structures known by all involved in that culture. Large quantities of 
rock art with inherent relationships would reflect not only relationships of value to that 
culture, but the value of the landscape associated with it. The categorization of 
experience could represent sociocultural forms that familiarized the landscape.   
This expressive behavior contains symbolic images from the society, and these 
images carry meaning (Jones 1996). “It is by no means a novel idea that each culture has 
certain key elements which…are crucial to its distinctive organization” (Ortner 
1973:1338). For my studies, the key elements are symbols and icons depicted on motifs 
in prehistoric warrior rock art.  These ‘key elements’ convey the warrior’s spiritual helper 
or warrior society membership and thus ultimately his warrior identity. 
  The role of symbols and signs in a culture is important. Symbolic units that 
create meaning are highly pertinent to my study of warrior identity in rock art.  For my 
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studies, it is the relationship of the symbols, motifs and signs to one another that carries 
meaning about warrior medicine.  The shield bearing warrior relationships of common 
spatially associated motifs (decorated shield, headdress, etc) will indicate a grammar of 
warrior identity. To find a structure in the symbology is one of my thesis contributions to 
anthropology I will be able to “demonstrate that parallels between the cognitive patterns 
of different cultures are to be found in the structure rather than the content of symbolic 
thought” (Layton 1991:25). Evidence from different cultures suggests that there is a 
structure to rock art and visual media, and that this structure or grammar is an instrument 
of communication.  This conveys notions of identity, ideas of self within a society, ideas 
of good leadership qualities and transmits “culturally specific structures that…organizes” 
these ideals (Robb 1998:335).   
 
The Place of Rock Art within Archaeology 
“Archaeology has been called the Lazarus science 
because it brings dead cultures back to life” (Keyser 
2004:12). Rock art is part of archaeology because it is a 
physical remnant of a past culture. It is an artifact in the 
same sense as an arrow point or scraper.  Like other past 
remains studies by archaeologists, it conveys information 
about the society.  Rock art can provide different 
information than other artifacts by giving insight  
into social and mental structure, social categories/roles, 
Figure 3: Incised and painted shield bearing 
warrior from Bear Gulch. Shield type 
horizontal lined, with wolf headdress with 
cross bar, and a dagger like weapon. 
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 happenings in the society, stylistic changes in material culture, religious structures 
inherent in the society, sources of personal empowerment, and be a source for meaning 
between culture and landscape.  As a discipline, archaeology has explained prehistoric 
cultures by what they ate, where they lived and what type of tools they used. But to attain 
a truly holistic reconstruction of the archaeological record, both religion and art must be 
studied. “Given the universality of religion and art and their centrality to social life, it is 
clear that they constituted key cognitive and behavioral attributes of the human career…it 
is obvious that no treatment of prehistory…can be complete with these two elements 
fully excluded” (Lewis Williams 2002a:vii). A fitting example of this comes from our 
own society.  When at a funeral, the eulogy does not outline how the person adapted to 
their environment, but tells of their religion, family life, achievements in life, and other 
aspects of how that person and others identified themself.  The rock art of Bear Gulch 
and Atherton Canyon holds the ability to tell how prehistoric people used these places to 
respond to cultural needs to teach spiritual knowledge, to perform common significant 
events for the continuance of their religion and cosmology and how individual and 
collective identity was produced and reproduced. It helps to provide an intricate 
perspective on how they categorized and defined themselves through their historically 
known cosmology, religion, and landscape. 
An overview of the Plains Indian ethnographic literature tells of the importance of 
religion, ceremony and prestige in these diaspora cultures that were based on raiding, war 
and military societies (Catlin 1973; Lowie 1922, 1935; Taylor 1975; Wissler 1907, 1912, 
1917).  A key element to the identity of a warrior was his medicine bundle, created and 
developed according to guardian spirit or military society.  By looking at Ceremonial 
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Rock Art of Bear Gulch, we can not only assess the importance of this place on the 
landscape, but we can apply what we know about their lifestyles and find clues about the 
organization and categorization of warriors that maybe reproduced in the art. Hence 
allowing us to “learn from these Indian people rather than simply learn about them” 
(Keyser 2004:12).  Rock art, when contextualized with the ethnographic record, allows 
the archaeologist to find clues about their prehistoric warrior social roles and identities 
before the economic and social upheaval from white settlers. As well allow the researcher 
to see the truly ancient relationships that structured the knowledge of a sacred place 
before the reservation system altered their way of life forever.  
 
Style in rock art: non-verbal communication 
 
 There are many different styles and traditions of North American rock art.  Styles 
are “descriptive, organization units based on traits shared by a group of images” and a 
tradition “consists of a set of related styles…”(Keyser and Klassen 2001:13). 
Anthropology has yet to lend a concrete approach to style for archaeology. But it does 
serve as a nonverbal communication about identity and is usually rooted in space and 
time (Hegmon 1992). Style is a key factor in my studies of rock art; the style of shield, 
headdress, weapon, ceremonial item, and bustle make up the iconic motif of the shield 
bearing warrior within the tradition of the Ceremonial Rock Art.  It is the styles within 
this tradition that will convey cognitive processes of identity, social roles, relationships of 
sociocultural significance, and the sensory experience within the prehistoric landscape. I 
will define style “in three dimensions…(1) form elements, motifs, (2) form relationships, 
(3) qualities” (Conkey and Hastorf 1990:2).  It is the last two dimensions which give 
cultural meaning to the elements.  Form motifs for this study are the shield bearing 
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warrior and its constituent elements, which make up the whole motif. The concept of 
style is important as “style is the basis on which the data are initially ordered into 
culturally meaningful categories” (Sundstrom 1990:6). In my research, style is used as a 
cognitive process to form and communicate identity and to attach cultural importance to a 
sacred place.  It is a form of “non-verbal communication through doing something in a 
certain way that communicates information about relative identity” (Hegmon 1992:518). 
Therefore, the potential styles within variability of the spatial placement of certain shield, 
headdress, weapon, and flag type is the process of identity information exchange. “There 
is a good…basis in identity theory for arguing that style should project information about 
both individual and group identity” (Wiessner 1990:109).   
Style, as in art or language, lends structure and functions “as a system of symbolic 
communication, a means of ordering experience, a means of expressing social identity, 
and medium of individual expression” (Sundstrom 1990:15). Style in art bears the notion 
of ideas, values, conditions, and existence of such social groups. “Thus, style is an emic 
classification, in that it is meaningful within its own culture and to the makers of the art” 
(Harris 1968: 571). Style is historic, shaped by a culture, and even though we may or may 
not understand it diachronically, synchronically we can find social significance in a 
congruent cultural expression. Art is not above historical determinants nor is it above the 
social factors that shape a culture (Wolff 1984). Therefore, to understand the art style, 
context is needed. Through the use of ethnographic data we can begin to understand the 
context of the rock art, and then use this to understand the function it had in the culture or 
society which left the art.  
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 A context for the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition will be given in Chapter 2.   
That chapter will discuss the symbolic meanings of the material culture depicted in the 
rock art.  Style is related to a social order through cognitive processes of communication 
of social groups in given conditions and cultural identity. This is broken into two types of 
style: isochrestic and iconological (Hegmon 1992; Sackett 1990). Isochrestic style is 
suggestive of “learned or socially transmitted” choices that reflect social interaction 
whereas iconological style “has its primary function the symbolic expression of social 
information” (Hegmon 1992:522).  These definitions of types of style have been argued 
in the literature (Sackett 1985; Wiessner 1983, 1985). I believe that these two types of 
styles complement one another within my study of prehistoric shield bearing warriors as 
the styles within will be reflective of socially transmitted choices for the symbolic 
expression of social information. The iconical choices are emblematic or active style; for 
example, the emblems of heraldry on the shields are consciously used to send deliberate 
messages about warrior’s identity (Hegmon 1992:523, Sackett 1990:36). Styles that make 
up the shield bearing warrior of the Ceremonial Tradition are defined as depicting similar 
recurring thematic elements such as subject matter, forms, items of material culture, and 
compositional relationships. Works of art, such as rock art, “are not closed, self 
contained….entities, but are the product of specific historical practices on the part of 
identifiable social groups…and therefore bear the imprint of the ideas, values and 
conditions of existence” (Wolff 1984:49).   
These ideas of value, existence and importance are heightened as rock art is fixed 
on the landscape, and thus hints at the cultural landscape. The differing sub styles at Bear 
Gulch encapsulates warrior identity on both an individual and collective level and are 
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most certainly connected to ideas of places of warrior power. The presence of a certain 
style at a specific location suggests the place was inherently meaningful and significant to 
the society, and without doubt this is woven into fabric of social life.  It is the 
relationships among the elements within the style that I believe will convey social 
relations and identities, and this will shed light on places of power in the prehistoric 
landscapes. 
“Style is not ‘in’ the material, the matter of artifacts or works of art.  Style must 
be discovered and written up by someone” (Davis 1990:19).  In this thesis, I will discover 
and describe the elements of style(s) present in the rock art at Bear Gulch and Atherton 
Canyon.  My study will show that the seemingly random designs of shield bearing 
warriors actually is a comprehensible structured art form of associated shields, 
headdresses, and possibly accoutrements. 
 
Ceremonial Rock Art 
 
 Ceremonial Rock Art is the second most widespread tradition across the Plains 
(Keyser 2004:58). It is postulated that this tradition spans from A.D. 250 to the 1800s 
(Keyser and Klassen 2001:206).  Much of it is prehistoric since guns and horses are 
virtually nonexistent in this art. This 
tradition depicts warrior medicine 
powers acquired in visions as it closely 
parallels the structure of heraldic 
vision imagery painted on tipi covers 
and shields (Keyser 2004:77; Mooney 
Figure 4: Map of Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition site 
distribution across the Northern Plains. From Keyser 
and Klassen 2001:190. 
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1907:544).  Furthermore, the images are generally carefully drawn into the rock surface 
in “static frontal symmetrical non-interactive” poses which indicate iconic expression 
(Klassen 1998:44).  
  Images found in the Ceremonial Rock Art tend to be both representational and 
iconic and include shield bearing warriors, v-neck anthropomorphs, rectangular body 
anthropomorphs, animals, decorated shields, elaborate headdresses, weapons, and 
ceremonial items such as flags and coup sticks. For my purposes, I will be focusing on 
the shield bearing warrior and accompanying accoutrements such as shield, headdresses, 
weapons, and ceremonial items.  
  “Much Ceremonial tradition rock art [sic] was carved or painted to commemorate 
the medicine powers acquired in visions” (Keyser 2004:76).  This compliments the fact 
that many natives believed that the rock art was not done by man, but by spirits. We 
know spirits did not actually make the rock art, humans did, but this reflects in Plains 
cosmology the notion that “the spirits came to people during their vision quest, and then 
guided the hands of the dreamer as they painted their dreams upon the rocks” (Klassen 
2003: 155). Therefore this type of rock art is symbolically laden with religion and warrior 
identity (Keyser 1977; Keyser and Klassen 2001). 
Ethnology tells of the importance of guardian spirits and warrior societies (Lowie 
1922, 1935; Mishkin 1940) and emphasizes that both practices are most certainly rooted 
in ancient origins. Ceremonial Rock Art holds images of ancient pre-gun, pre-horse 
warriors and within these images are the ancient warriors identities which were shaped by 
their visions, societies, and culture. This rock art tradition can link the fragmented 
historic warrior societies to prehistoric warrior societies--complete with associated 
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symbols to portray one’s affiliation. The historic societies surely have ancient origins, 
and the iconic images are loosely correlated with prehistoric icons, which “indicate a long 
term cosmic view” (Klassen 1998:46). Furthermore, visions revealed the warrior’s 
guardian spirit, which provided heraldry to paint shields, medicine bundles, and possibly 
even headdresses the warrior was to carry for protection. This rock art depicts warrior 
identity through symbolic heraldry on the shields, and possibly through the elements of 
the warrior medicine bundle (shield, headdress, ceremonial items/weapons) which make 
up the shield bearing warrior.  
 
Shield Bearing Warriors in the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition 
Shield bearing warriors, the core motif of my study, are made 
up of a frontal view of a human almost entirely obscured by a large 
circular shield. A human head, legs and either arms or a weapon        
protrude out behind the shield  
                                                                                      usually at the 2  or 10 o’clock  
positions (Conner 1962; Malouf 1961; Sundstrom 1990:195). There are 3 types of shields 
represented in the rock art: “(1) freestanding circular forms embellished with heraldic 
designs, (2) small equestrian-period shields held in the hand of a warrior or found in 
some other auxiliary position in a biographic scene, and (3) the shield bearing warrior, 
which consists of a human figure almost completely hidden behind a large shield” 
(Keyser 2006:1). It is the last which I am studying.  These shields can indicate personal 
medicine dreams, collective ‘medicine’ or power, or corporate memberships in a military 
group or subgroup (Keyser personal communication; Nagy 1994).   
Figure 5: Painted shield bearing warrior from Bear 
Gulch.  Shield type is teeth, with a two feather headdress, 
ceremonial flag with crossbar weapon, and two sided 
bustle. 
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Shield bearing warriors are found across the plains “from Alberta to Kansas, and 
the pandhandle region of Texas and Oklahoma”(Keyser 2004:58). Within this 
distribution are several areas known for high numbers of shield bearing warriors, 
including Central Montana (Keyser 2004, Conner 1962), eastern and central Wyoming 
(Moyer 1999:5), and along the Milk River in Southern Alberta (Barry 1991). Southern 
concentrations are also known.  
These shield bearing warriors of the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition differ from 
those of the Biographic Rock Art Tradition as they have decorated shields, elaborate 
headdresses, ceremonial items, and are drawn in static stark poses facing the viewer. The 
Ceremonial Rock Art is part of vision quest activities and “represents the personal 
relationship of warriors to the mysterious forces of the spirit world” (Keyser and Klassen 
2001:191).  Shield bearing warriors in the Biographic Rock Art Tradition are “largely 
narrative, depicting everyday occurrences and recording historical events” and are in 
action with other characters (Keyser and Klassen 2001:224).  These warriors are often 
portrayed with historic material culture and have statistically been associated with 
‘simple’ or nondecorated shields (Moyer 1999:49). Also biographic shield bearing 
warriors are considered to be later in age than Ceremonial Rock Art shield bearing 
warriors. 
  
Bear Gulch 24FR2 and Atherton Canyon 24FR3 Rock Art 
 
 Bear Gulch (24FR2) and Atherton Canyon (24FR3) are located in Fergus County, 
central Montana, in the foothills of the Little Snowy Mountains. These sites were fully 
recorded in the summer of 2005 under the direction of Dr. James Keyser, George 
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Poetshat with volunteers from the Oregon Archaeological society, and me. Bear Gulch 
boasts 747 shield bearing warriors along a “valley one-half mile wide which lies between 
two cliffs which vary from 20 to 60 feet in 
height.  The cliffs are composed of 
sandstone of the Heath formation” (Secrist 
1960:3).  Atherton Canyon, from which 12 
shield bearing warriors were recorded, is located 
approximately 5 miles east of Bear Gulch and 
 the “physical features of the cliffs are similar  
to those of Bear Gulch…they vary in height from a few feet to 70 feet.  The sizes of the 
canyons vary from one-fourth to three-fourths of a mile (Secrist 1960:4). Spring creeks 
run through both of these canyons; they are well protected and full of game. These two 
sites lie along a “north-south corridor that supports some of the most elaborate and 
extensive shield sites on the Northwest Plains” (Greer and Greer 2000:1-2).  These 
include Pictograph Cave to the south, Valley of the Shields to the southwest near the 
Montana-Wyoming border and Writing-on-Stone to the northwest in Alberta. Equally 
important is the fact that from Edmonton, Alberta to Fort Collins Colorado only 327 
shield bearing warriors are presently know, whereas at Bear Gulch 747 shield bearing 
warriors are present at the single location (Keyser, personal communication). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Map of Montana with 
Fergus County highlighted 
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Shield Bearing Warrior Style from Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon 
 
Shield bearing warriors from these two sites present the researcher 
with a massive database to test my hypothesis of spiritual power and 
warrior identity. Not only does the number of 
warriors present raise questions, but the elaborate 
decorations and common elements rarely found outside of Bear Gulch 
are very important in the study of prehistoric warrior art.  
 Some styles there are very unique to that site (Keyser, 
 personal communication). For example, certain shield types are repeated several times 
whereas as at other sites shields are ‘never repeated, there are only 4 or 5 examples of 2 
shields depicting similar designs” (Keyser, personal communication).  Headdresses not 
commonly found in rock art are in abundance at Bear Gulch such as top cross bonnets, 
wolf headdresses, and scalplocks.  Bustles, which are more than likely tail-like feather 
accoutrements signifying status, are not found elsewhere but Bear Gulch (Keyser, 
personal communication). Wolf tail moccasins, also a representation of status, are 
relatively unknown in the rock art.  These items are noted and drawn in the ethnographic 
literature, and many are known to be only reproduced in the rock art of Bear Gulch. For a 
complete listing of the elements of the shield bearing warrior please see Appendix A.  
Shield bearing warriors from Bear Gulch closely resemble warriors from 
Pictograph Cave, near Billings Montana, which have been relatively dated to A.D. 1000 
(Secrist 1960:6). However, this date for Bear Gulch has been refined to A.D. 1300-1700 
based on the absence of historic material items and their “large shields relative to body 
Figure 7: Types of headdresses 
common at Bear Gulch.  In 
descending order: top cross, wolf 
headdress with cross bar on nose, and 
roach with scalplock. 
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size and the lack of associated horses and guns indicate that much of the site predates the 
coming of the horse, which arrived in this area about 1730” (Greer and Greer 2000:11).  
Also an associated wooden artifact from Bear Gulch was dated to A.D. 1650 (Greer and 
Greer 2006).  Therefore these shield bearing warriors are prehistoric, not a historic 
phenomenon, and will serve to inform about warrior identity and sacred places on the 
prehistoric landscape. 
“There is little question but [sic] that the identity of actual individuals was once 
possible with the intricate detail offered on the shields” (Loendorf 1984:5). Hundreds of 
years ago, Plains Indians painted and carved their religious life, social identity, and deeds 
of bravery on the limestone canyon walls of Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon (Keyser 
nd:1). For some reason these places were sought out and decorated with shield bearing 
warriors presenting their warrior medicine. With 759 warriors many studies could be 
made on the social fabric, social identity, and both group and individual expression of the 
people who left the art along with cultural interactions, migration studies, identity and 
landscape studies. I have created a database with which to seek out a pattern or syntax of 
the decorated shields, headdresses and accoutrements to determine individual or group 
warrior identity. This enables the researcher to use ethnographies to lend context to the 
cultural material depicted in the rock art, and then to push the ideas of warrior identity, 
decorative expression, and places of power back into prehistory. This will be elaborated 
in Chapter 2, the contextual background for the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition.   
 
Goals and Hypotheses Revisited 
 
My goal is to suggest Bear Gulch as a sacred source of warrior power through 
finding predictable, patterned, syntactical relationships between the shield bearing 
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warrior’s shield design, headdress type, flag, weapon, and wolf tail moccasins.  Therefore 
my hypothesis is if statistically demonstrable relationships are present between the 
elements listed then Bear Gulch held permanence on the prehistoric landscape. I will 
attempt through the ethnographic literature to assess if the relationships convey a type of 
identity, whether individual or group.  
For this test I am using the statistical program SPSS, or Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences to run chi square tests of association and Cramer’s V of strength of 
association.  I will use the database I have built from the sites I have assisted in 
recording: Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon. The potential associations will reveal social 
identities at work in the society that left the art, the status differences between those 
identities, and the significant role Bear Gulch played on the prehistoric landscape where 
societies went to produce and reproduce social roles and relations.  
 
Chapter Outlines 
 
This thesis is about the study of rock art, identity, and landscape, searching to 
quantify Bear Gulch as a source for spiritual empowerment 
through statistically demonstrable relationships. In Chapter 2, a 
framework for the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition is explained 
through its manifestation of cultural context of dreams, visions, 
religious structures and cultural worldviews in a pan-Plains Indian 
sense. This is related to warrior and social identities, and to the  
concept of prehistoric cultural landscape. Also in this chapter 
Figure 8: Painted shield bearing 
warrior from Bear Gulch.  With lower 
circle shield type, wolf headdress with 
roach and crossbar, with ceremonial 
flag, and crossbar weapon.  
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 I address the context of rock art within cognitive archaeological theory, and the location 
of rock art within a landscape theory. Chapter 3 is the material and methods chapter 
which further elaborates on the sites, the shield bearing warrior, and statistical methods.  
Chapter 4 is the analysis results and discussion of the statistical structural analysis and 
Chapter 5 is the conclusions and interpretation of my research findings.  
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C HAPTER 2 
CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND FOR CEREMONIAL ROCK ART  
 
A contextual background is necessary to understand the reasons for my hypothesis of 
associated images communicating individual and collective warrior identity, and how a 
place on the landscape where these relationships are manifested is considered to be a 
sacred place of power. This contextual 
background for the Ceremonial Rock 
Art Tradition relies on ethnographies 
of the historic Plains tribes.  It is very 
hard to assign historically known tribes 
to prehistoric phenomena such as rock 
art, especially when the shield-
wielding warriors were ubiquitous 
across Plains tribes, from Canada to 
Mexico. Many different people over 
the centuries have traveled to envision and 
 access the sacred power at Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon.  Therefore, I am taking a 
pan-Plains approach to the rock art at these sites by using ethnographies of the Blackfoot, 
Crow, Gros Ventre, Sioux, and Cheyenne for a background of their cosmology, religion, 
ideology, and worldviews.  This will lend a contextual framework for my study of the 
iconic shield bearing warrior accumulation at Bear Gulch.  
The shield bearing warrior in Plains Indian rock art is composed of the material 
culture set which constitutes the warrior medicine bundle: shield, headdress, appendages 
Figure 9: Historically known tribes. From 
Ewers 1939:7. 
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such as weapons, flags, ceremonial items, bustles and the occasional wolf tail moccasin. 
For a complete listing and examples of these elements within my database please see 
Appendix A. On the shield are a symbolic spiritual guardian insignia of either geometric 
or naturalistic type.  This heraldry indicates personal medicine dreams, corporate 
‘medicine’ dreams or power, or collective membership in a military warrior society group 
or sub group.  These motifs and their 
styles are like a “picture inside the mind of 
a single individual” which “may be 
thought of as a cognitive 
 representation of the structures of the 
corresponding semantic domain” 
(Romney and Moore 1998:315). In order 
to interpret the archaeological meaning  
of the symbols at Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon it is necessary to analyze the 
“iconic/representational meanings of the symbols, social connotations/associations of 
artifacts, representations/styles, and economic aspects” (Robb 1998:341) of the artifacts 
and symbols and how they are related to the cosmology, religion, rituals, and ideology of 
the culture (Ortner 1973).  In other words, a contextual background is needed to seek out 
the reasons for a structure of the iconic shield bearing warrior, and this background can 
be used to explain identity and why a certain site on the landscape would be a gathering 
ground for this type of rock art. Because Plains Indian concepts of religion, cosmology, 
ideology, and iconography are necessary to understand both the formation of my 
hypothesis and my interpretation I will outline what is historically known from the 
Figure 10: Painted shield bearing warrior from Bear 
Gulch. With naturalistic bear design on the shield, eroded 
headdress, and one spike mace. 
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Northern Plains ethnographies about these concepts and how they play into symbols and 
sources of personal empowerment.   
 
Cognitive Theory, Landscape Theory, and the Archaeological Record 
 When studying rock art it is important to know that the “human mind and 
cognition were key factors in the creation” of the art (Whitely 1998:5).  Rock art is 
conditioned by the cultural and social background of an individual formed in the brain 
and then filtered through the fingertips onto the rock surface. Rock art is a system of 
visual representation conveying social meaning.  But for these meanings to be adequately 
expressed in a coherent way to others in the society there must be shared guidelines or 
framework to the culture.  
 Large quantities of rock art at a site suggest it played a role in significant events 
within a society.  At Bear Gulch the majority of the rock art is warrior rock art. This 
common motif conveys symbols expressing the value of the religious and social relations 
within the landscape as related to warfare. In other words, it is a place of symbolic 
character born of religious relations relative to between social actions.  By going back to 
this place to seek a vision, or be initiated into a military war society, the past is connected 
to both the present and future and ensures the continuity and renewing of religious values 
attached to Bear Gulch.  
 Nevertheless, as known in our own culture, cultural norms are made to be broken 
and manipulated.  “Culture influences behavior….but doesn’t fully determine our 
physical actions” (Whitely 1998:18).  I am assuming that aspects of material culture, how 
it is organized spatially on the rock face, how this is organized on the landscape, and its 
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iconic symbology are directly tied to the social processes such as religion and cosmology.  
I will explain this by outlining the importance of religion in historically known Plains 
Indian worldview. I will emphasize the importance of the personal vision quest for a 
guardian spirit, the paramount significance of war and warrior societies, and how visual 
representation systems convey prestige, good leadership skills and why this plays into 
economic and political factors.  
 
Plains Indian Cosmology 
 A definition of cosmology is “the branch of philosophy dealing with the origin 
and general structure of the universe, with its parts, elements, and laws, and especially 
with such of its characteristics as space, time, causality, and freedom” (A.P.A, n.d). In 
simpler terms, it is how a culture is created and used by human groups to classify their 
universe. For prehistoric peoples, their cosmology was highly linked with religion (Irwin 
1944). Their world and worldview were centered on spirits who inhabited differing levels 
of the world, created the landscape and the people within the world and suggested ways 
one should and should not act within the society. Importantly, certain places on the 
landscape were considered to be power areas where spirits lived. Myths about these 
entities imbued, embodied and “kept alive traditional Indian cultures…their mythic 
tellings constituted the primary connective tissue of their lifeways” (Kroeber 1998:ix). 
These myths explained why ceremonies and rituals were needed to ensure world renewal, 
tribal coherence, and direction on how to live one’s life. Ethnologies and writings from 
early trappers attest to the connection of the supernatural with the profane in everyday 
Indian life (Catlin 1973; Denig 1961; Lowie 1935; Wilson 1987). In other words, within 
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the Indian worldview everything was potentially charged with this supernatural power.  It 
is important to note that historic Indians, and most certainly prehistoric Indians, did not 
differentiate between the sacred and the profane as in our modern society.  An example of 
this open-ended cosmology of beings comes from Lowie’s work with the Crow. 
“The Crow world-view…precludes nothing from the range of the 
mystically potent, but the individual consciousness ascribed power to a 
relatively narrow selection of beings, their identity being determined by 
chance experience…crow ‘gods’ are not clear cut beings with sharply 
defined cosmic or social function…but diffused over the universe and 
likely to crop up in unexpected places…” (Lowie 1935:251). 
 
Within their worldview the landscape was charged with spiritual power, which is related 
to the structure of the world and can be accessed through chance experience, dreams and 
visions.  Plains Indian cosmology is tightly integrated into religion and ideology by the 
connection of the spiritual world to potential economic advantage through powerful war 
medicine. Cosmology is how their universe is ordered, and through their religion they are 
instructed how to attempt to obtain spiritual powers built into their universe, i.e., rituals 
and ceremonies.  If these were successful, it would bring wealth through warfare and 
raiding; “it is this worldview that lies at the interface between religion and cosmology” 
(Flannery and Marcus 1998: 39).  
 
Plains Indian Religion 
The central feature of Plains Indian religion is the search for personal 
empowerment through dreams and the personal vision quest (Benedict 1964; Irwin 1944; 
Keyser 2004; Lowie 1922; Lowie 1935; Mishkin 1940; Taylor 1975; Wissler 1912a; 
Wissler 1917). Visions and dreams could indicate if one was meant to be a hunter, 
shaman, or warrior, and which secret war society one should belong to. These dreams and 
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visions reveal potential spiritual guardians, their powers, and how to incorporate their 
power into the visionaries’ life. The concept of the guardian spirit is nearly ubiquitous to 
all Plains Indians (Benedict 1964:9).  It is also noted that the “constant tendency of the 
guardian spirit concept” entered into Plains social grouping of secret warrior societies 
(Benedict 1964:53).  These secret societies were groups of individuals who had the same 
vision, age grade, and/or rank. Outright talk of one’s visions, spiritual guardian, and 
society membership was taboo for many of the tribes (Wissler 1911:105). However, this 
information was conveyed by utilization of symbols, icons, and associated material 
culture regalia such as shields, headdresses, face paint, lances and other ceremonial 
objects (Grinnell 1923:62; Wissler 1909:112, 1912a:37, 1912b:10). The fact that 
assemblages of certain material culture items were indicative of one’s vision or war 
society “reflects the organizing principles of human categorization process” (Miller 
1982:17).  It is in this categorization of religious and warrior material culture that we will 
find social identity, both collective and individual. 
 
Personal Vision Quest for a Guardian Spirit 
It is known that Plains Indian religion, functions of life, warrior identity, and 
ceremonies centered on the personal vision quest (Keyser 2004:74; Lowie 1935: 248; 
Taylor 1975: 36; Wissler 1917:192). The importance of these visions “can hardly be 
overestimated…through them it was possible to rise from abject poverty to affluence and 
social prestige” (Lowie 1922:323). Moreover these visions and dreams reinforced social 
organization, gave identity through “mythically defined sources of personal 
empowerment”, and were assumed to be a source for knowledge (Irwin 1944:18). 
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Equally important the personal identity of the visionary is declared to be similar to the 
supernatural entity that gave the power. In other words, the warrior takes on his guardian 
spirit’s identity.  This was depicted through personal adornment (Irwin 1944:180).      
In order to receive a vision, an individual would go into seclusion from the tribe 
to fast and pray for a guardian spirit to appear. Quite often they would choose places 
thought to be charged with sacred power to seek their vision. For many Plains Indians, 
places on the landscape were recognized to be powerful and inhabited by spiritual powers, 
and this was a communally shared structure of thought (Basso 1996; Klassen 1998, 2003). 
This reflection that the cultural landscape and natural landscape are one within Plains 
religion and cosmology there is “movement away from the communal center, an 
encounter with the dream-spirits in places of power, and a return to the communal center, 
which continues the ongoing process of sacralizing a space and validating shared beliefs” 
(Irwin 1944: 61).  The self conscious experience of a place of power is an expression 
which shaped social identities and shaped the cultural landscape. The idea that one could 
seek certain spirits in certain places is why the Plains Indians consciously sought out that 
area to access the spiritual powers.   
 A guardian spirit would sometimes appear and “become the individual guardian 
of the supplicant” (Wissler 1917: 185). The guardian spirit would provide a source of 
spiritual power to the individual through the guardian spirit. Within the vision, the 
guardian spirit would bestow power and protection to the warrior in the form of a 
medicine bundle along with insignia and symbols of heraldry that signify the source of 
their power. The spirit would also offer to tell the warrior how do to dances, songs and 
conduct other ceremonies to manifest its power. For example, the Piegan warrior Never-
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Sits-Down-Shield’s visionary told him how to paint his shield and how to conduct a 
power-evoking ceremony. The actual visionary spirit was not described in the 
ethnographic literature. It was years after he received the instructions that his camp was 
attacked. Consequently he put on his war charm regalia, performed the guardian spirit’s 
dictated ritual, and then “striking the enemy with the hook of elk horn that hung upon the 
shield” killed the assailants (Wissler and Duvall 1909:103).  This story demonstrates the 
importance of the visionary’s power, how the individual must follow the visionary’s 
instructions on how to access the power, and the substantial additions needed to invoke 
the bundle. “Additionally, various types of headgear, shields, shirts, and other apparel 
might become associated with or be part of a medicine bundle and were believed to bring 
success in war to the owner” (Taylor 1975:38). This sacred bundle construct is 
considered to be a universal, since as Wissler notes a “recognized bundle scheme exists 
and holds for all” Plains tribes (Wissler 1912: 282).   
Categorization of associated symbols and material culture items that constituted 
the medicine bundle implies the relationship of the warrior to the guardian spirit. 
However, as stated above, in many tribes one was not allowed to speak of his guardian 
spirit lest he lose the power (Taylor 1975). Therefore the associated symbol and 
associated regalia bestowed by the spirit functions to express and communicate one’s 
spiritual and war power. “In a cultural environment strongly based on visionary 
experience, the central importance of dreaming would be integrated into various types of 
holistic imagery of the lived world…and would represent an ensemble…embodied in 
dream images and objects” (Irwin 1944:23-24). As the warrior manifests and acts out this 
relationship to the guardian spirit through icons and vestures, their spiritual tutelary is 
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made known to the community.  These visions guide the warrior in his society, in his 
warfare and gave warrior identity among his peers, but he was still influenced by social 
traditions (Lowie 1935: 254). This observation of the vision quest being influenced by 
social traditions suggests that many of the visions of guardian spirits were culturally 
codified within the preexisting cosmology through oral tales, myths of war-medicine 
rituals, warrior legends within society, communally recognized places of certain spiritual 
powers, and by young braves observing the way of life of older more war-distinguished 
men.  The vision quest is an ancient prehistoric component of Plains Indian worldview, 
cosmology, and religion. I expect this was reproduced in the warrior’s rock art.  
 
‘Secret’ Warrior Military Societies 
It is also known that warrior (also known as “secret”) societies played an 
important part in organizing Plains culture (Grinnell 1923; Lowie 1935; Mishkin1940). 
War was an important component in Plains tribes’ social organization. It provided a 
“powerful unifying force within tribal organization” and gave the warriors a collective 
identity within the tribe (Taylor 1975:34). Memberships into these societies differ among 
the tribes.  Some Plains tribesman would join the society of their father, others would be 
chosen by the leaders, and others would dream of the same spirit as the society members 
and thus join.  For every tribe there were multiple societies that had their own societal 
purpose (Grinnell 1923:48; Swanton 1907:495). For example, the Big Dog society of the 
Crow provided policing for communal bison hunts.  If an individual would move hastily 
and scare off the game, they would be beaten by the Big Dogs (Lowie 1935: 193). 
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Analogously the Blackfoot (Wissler 1912a: 26) and Sioux (Wissler 1912b:9) warrior 
societies enforced societal norms.  
Within these warrior societies were associated 
regalia, costumes, and other paraphernalia to mark the 
society to which a warrior belonged (Grinnell 1923:60, 
Lowie 1935:173, Taylor 1975: 44). Warrior societies 
were differentiated by use of lances, war clubs, 
headdresses, shields, facepaint, dances, songs, symbols, 
and/or other ceremonial items of material culture. For 
example, among the Oglala Sioux, the members of the 
kit fox society bore similar lances and wore 
headdresses of painted jaw bones fastened with otterskin,  
placed feathers around the bones and had their hair roached (Wissler 1912b:16). Also the 
Oglala Sioux’s Chief Society would wear an eagle feather bonnet with an associated 
shield and lance (Wissler 1912b:37). The Red Shield, or Bull Society amongst the 
Cheyenne tribe, were recognized by their buffalo bull headdresses, red shields with bison 
heads painted on them, raven feathers for marginal fringe on the shields, and lances 
ornamented with raven feathers” (Grinnell 1923:63). Among the Crow, war clubs, lances, 
and straight or hooked staffs were diagnostic of particular societies (Lowie 1935:176).  
All these tribes used regalia to indicate a decorated expression of membership.  This 
ubiquitous visual categorical expression of group solidarity is highly exhibitive of a 
collective warrior identity (Hodder 1982: 6).                                                    
Figure 11:Crow society 
lances. From Lowie               
1935:176 
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 In 1833, Prince Maximilian counted 8 societies among the Crow, but when 
Lowie conducted his ethnographic study of the Crow during 1907 and 1910-1916, he 
only counted 4 societies (Lowie 1935). For the Cheyenne there were 7 warrior societies 
counted in 1923.  Likewise “long ago, it is said, that only 4 societies existed” (Grinnell 
1923:49). Furthermore, it is noted that the regalia indicative of the societies was in 
constant change.  An illustration of this change is the chief’s society of the Oglala Sioux. 
“It is said that in course of time the eagle feather bonnets gradually displaced the buffalo 
headdress” (Wissler 1912b 37). Another case in point is Lowie’s observation of the Crow 
societies being “not in stable equilibrium…old features were sloughed off and new ones 
adopted” (Lowie 1935:192).   This transformation in military societies for Plains Indian 
cultures reflects the changing social and economic factors caused by white settlers, tribal 
displacement, and a consequently a metamorphosis of their culture. The Ceremonial 
Rock Art I am studying lacks horses, guns, and other material culture items associated 
with the encroaching white settlers.  Therefore this rock art holds the truly prehistoric 
warrior society identity before social changes occurred and altered the culture forever.   It 
also reveals Bear Gulch as a place of importance for military society values to be 
produced and reproduced. 
 
Tangible Items Associated with Warrior society and Vision Quest 
 One of the membership requirements of the ‘secret’ societies was bearing items 
with decorative expressions indicative of the war society. These items included shields, 
headdresses, lances, and flags. Also after one’s vision quest one would compile a bundle 
as per the spiritual guidelines they had received.  Included in these bundles were shields, 
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headdresses, feathers, flags, weaponry, ceremonial and medicinal objects, all of which are 
imbued with the power or ‘medicine’ of the vision quest. These various types of 
“headgear, shields…and other apparel might be associated with…a medicine bundle and 
were believed to bring success in war to the owner” (Taylor1975:38).  Therefore these 
material culture items and symbols emblazed on them were indicative of one’s war 
society membership or visionary spirit.   A pattern of these items and their symbols 
would convey a warrior identity, either individual or 
collective. 
 
Medicine Bundles  
A medicine bundle is defined as “any object or 
objects, kept in wrappings when not in use, guarded by 
the owner….and associated with rituals containing one 
or more songs” (Wissler 1912a:107).  Medicine 
bundles were assembled through the vision quest and 
held objects potent with the guardian spirit’s power. 
Since the dream or vision is from a higher power, it 
would manifest and embody itself in dream  
objects (Irwin 1944:24). In other words the  
symbols and icons are used to represent the power transmitted through the vision. These 
dream objects, symbols, and icons included such items as headdresses, shields, painted 
tipis, lances, pipes, and a vast array of other more arbitrary items. As previously noted, 
Figure 12 Painted and incised shield bearing warrior from 
Bear Gulch. With cross patée shield type, face paint, 
elaborate headdress, ceremonial flag, and animal medicine 
bundle as a bustle. 
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these items, when associated with spiritual power and ritual, are considered to be 
medicine bundles (Wissler 1911:107).  
Therefore these bundles consisted of many religious objects, including the 
material culture depicted within the shield bearing warrior motifs.  Bundles “are 
generally attached to some part of the clothing of the Indian…are oftentimes decorated in 
such a manner to be exceedingly ornamental to his person” (Catlin 1973a:36).  I believe 
that Catlin was referring to the decoration of the bundle indicating the personal guardian 
spirit of the individual, and ultimately their identity within the society.  
 
Shields  
Shields were treated as elements of medicine bundles because they were 
accompanied with rituals, sacred songs, medicine objects and other means of power 
manipulation (Grinnell 1923:192).  “The decorations were symbolic and offered a means 
of classification” of the visionary spirit or war society (Wissler 1912a:117).  The shield is 
the main attribute of the rock art motif ‘shield bearing warrior’ within the Ceremonial 
tradition.  For many tribes “the shield of the Plains warrior constituted his most sacred 
possession…every shield originated from a dream, in which the dreamer was told by the 
spirit…how the shield must be painted and decorated, how the owner must paint and 
otherwise decorate himself…” (Mooney 1907b:547).  Shields were used in war and 
“[were] considered to be a locus of defensive magic” (Secoy 1992:61). The defensive 
magic of the shield was directly attributed to the guardian spirit.  Furthermore, it is noted 
that shields were used by many Plains groups (Moyer 1999:24).  
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Designs on the shield were acquired through either personal visions or 
membership of a military society. Not all warriors in Plains society dreamed of their 
shields exclusively, some carried the shield indicative of their warrior society, some 
asked old warriors to make them shields, and others inherited shield from their fathers, 
grandfathers and uncles (Grinnell 1923). If a new warrior’s shield medicine was 
successful in war, it could be bought by less fortunate warriors (Taylor 1975: 39). 
Warriors who inherited or bought shields were instructed in the ways, ceremonies and 
taboos of the shield. Shield makers made all their shields alike, and with the shields 
passed on the ceremonies and taboos to the shield seeker. “So serious did the duties and 
restrictions weigh on some shield owners that occasionally a man might determine to free 
himself from these responsibilities by giving up his shield” (Grinnell 1929:189). 
The shield is the defining attribute of the shield bearing warrior depicted in 
Ceremonial Rock Art. Figure 13 illustrates the size of the shield relative to the feet. The 
depiction of the small human behind the large shield shows the importance of this 
spiritual and defensive object. Also the shield 
and its religious, defensive connotations were 
a major part of Plains Indian warfare, 
religious, and world view.  The ethnographies 
say directly that the pattern of decorative 
expression on the shield indicated either 
individual war medicine or membership of a 
particular warrior society (Fletcher 1907; 
Lowie 1935; Wissler 1907, 1912a).  
Figure 13: Painted shield bearing warrior from 
Bear Gulch.  With cross shield type, two feather 
headdress and eroded weapon.  Note the size of 
the shield relative to the feet.
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Headdresses 
 
 Headdresses are common material culture depicted in the Ceremonial Rock Art.  
Also known as bonnets, caps and war bonnets these ornamental headdresses depicted 
warrior society membership, honor, status, courage and spiritual prowess (Grinnell 
1929:62; Lowie 1935:182; Taylor 
1975:45). Headdresses contained horns, 
feathers, hair and other medicine and 
charm objects. Headdresses were also 
used to indicate which war society one 
belonged to, in fact “it is the general        
 
 belief that all these types of headdresses were 
once exclusively the regalia of members” of a 
society (Wissler 1912a:116).  Interestingly there 
is one headdress that shows up in the 
ethnographies of different tribes as being a 
recognized emblem of group identity: the wolf 
headdress. The scouts would wear wolf 
headdresses as a signal of their duties and 
identity, and would act as a wolf during  
reconnoitering (Comba 1991; Kroeber 1908:190; Lowie1935:220). “As per the shield, 
which was also dictated by either vision, warrior society, or both, the headdress for the 
Plains warrior was generally significant of a man’s kinship, ceremonial office, rank….as 
Figure 14: Painted shield bearing warrior from Bear         
Gulch with elaborate headdress, ceremonial flag, and 
spear. 
Figure 15: Painted and incised shield bearing warrior from 
Bear Gulch.  With wolf headdress, cross shield design, oval 
ceremonial flag, and weapon. 
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was the ornamentation upon his weapons and shield” (Fletcher 1907a:16).  Another 
parallel between the shield and the headdress is that these types of insignia obligated the 
warrior to follow the duties and restrictions that were attached to these icons. 
 
Wolf tail moccasins  
 
 Wolf tails attached to moccasins symbolically conveyed status (Lowie 1935:217). 
There is not much in the ethnographic literature about these items except to note that one 
had to be publicly recognized for the exploit 
before wearing them. Prehistoric rock art 
may offer insight into  
these markers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Ledger art depicting a battle 
between a Cheyenne and Mandan Chief, 
note the wolf tail moccasins. Taylor 
2001:25. 
Figure 17: Painted and incised 
shield bearing warrior from Bear 
Gulch.  Circular shield type, 
elaborate wolf headdress, and 
weapon. Note the wolf tail 
moccasins. 
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Visual Categories and Representational Systems 
The goal of this thesis is to seek potential patterning 
in the rock art that may reveal categorization of certain 
elements suggestive of warrior and collective war society 
identity. This identity is recognized through categories of 
social roles, and “material culture sets reflect the 
organizing principles of human categorization process” 
(Miller 1982:17). Recurrent material culture sets within  
the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition are shields, headdresses,  
weapons, flags, ceremonial items, wolf tail moccasins, and  
bustles. It is this set that constituted the warrior medicine bundle that signaled the identity 
warrior for Plains Indians. I am searching for a pattern or syntax amongst these items 
which will represent a warrior identity whether individual or corporate.  
 On the shield heraldry is indicative of one’s guardian spirit or military group.  
Headdress types are also expressive of individual power or group membership. These 
items, along with other ceremonial objects, were employed as “protective designs 
that…[were] widely distributed among American tribes, and associated with ceremonial 
objects” (Wissler 1907:40).  Powers from the guardian spirit and courage from fierce 
military group ideals gave the prehistoric warrior a sense of power within himself, and an 
identity within his society. (The masculine form is used as warrior was a predominately 
male identity in prehistory; however there are some instances of female warriors). 
 The spirits and powers from visions are part of the historic Indian’s religion, 
certainly passed from generation to generation in the form of stories since prehistoric 
Figure 18: Sioux society 
lances. From Wissler 
1912b:58   
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times. Learning and interacting communally through “growing up with a firm belief in 
the all-sufficiency of personal revelations, youths sought them out…From the stories of 
renowned contemporaries and of mythical heroes they had learned that this was the way 
to make their mark” (Lowie 1935:239). Warrior military societies were central to the 
social organization of the historic Indians, and are also rooted in prehistoric origins.  
Therefore the organizations of symbols to convey ideas of identity, whether individual or 
collective are rooted in prehistory and are potentially reproduced in the rock art.  
  These symbols of power communicated and represented one’s guardian spirit, 
medicine and war society membership; in order to be meaningful in one’s society these 
symbols must have been collectively known by all members of the culture.  The shield, 
headdress, weapon, and bustle are the distinctive attributes of the social category of 
“warrior”.  Within this category of warrior may be differing warrior identities inherent in 
the rock art. I seek to find this “culturally standardized system of visual representation” 
which “functions as mechanism for ordering experience and segmenting it into 
manageable categories” (Munn 1966: 936). The Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition and its 
styles of shield bearing warriors are “choices [like all cultural behaviors] are socially 
transmitted”, and conveys information about identity (Sackett 1977:371). For example 
Wissler noted among the chief society of the Sioux that each member carried an 
associated shield and lance, and on the warpath a related headdress was worn (Wissler 
1912b: 37).  The use of symbols as visual representation is well known for the historic 
Indians (Catlin 1973; Taylor 1975; Wissler and Duvall 1909). For example, in ledger art 
of known historic Indians, “costume elements were sometimes emphasized…because 
paraphernalia or clothing carried complex social messages such as rank and tribal 
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affiliations” (Szabo 1991:49). Another historic example of warrior art comes from 
Wissler on protective designs of the Dakota: “in the dream [vision]  he could see a shield 
associated with these objects…but in the design he attempted to convey an idea of what 
he saw in conformity with the conventional modes of representative art practised [sic] by 
his tribe”(Wissler 1907:23).  We know that Plains people had a well developed system of 
signs as means of communication (Lange 1990:12) even down to the soles of the 
moccasins being indicative of which tribe one belonged to (Troccoli 1993: 41). 
Furthermore it is known that “non-linguistic communication systems are also 
structured”(Sturtevant 1964, as cited in Munn 1966:946).  Surely this well developed 
system of signs and symbols was inherent in the warrior societies’ guardian spirit insignia 
it should be built into the rock art and serve to lend information into the fragmented 
societies from the historic period, so we can better understand those of the prehistoric.  
 
Cognitive Theory and Visual Representation 
In order to communicate any message these visual representations would have to 
be collectively known within the society.  The insignia on the shield, headdress type, 
lances and flags, all are semantic representations of identity within the prehistoric society. 
This identity could be either individual (i.e. their guardian spirit or medicine) or 
collective as in war society membership. 
 Consider the shield bearing warrior as a “cognitive representation…of the 
semantic domain that resides as a functional unit in the mind of an individual” (Romney 
and Moore 1998:322). This ‘functional unit’ serves to convey the warrior identity.  
However, to transmit this representation every regular member must “share similar 
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cognitive structures for common semantic domains” (Romney and Moore 1998:332). The 
cognitive structures, I believe, for the prehistoric Indian are inherent cosmology, religion, 
worldview and ideology.  All shape the culture and how individuals define themselves 
within their culture. It is through the ethnohistorical record that the importance of religion 
was recorded in everyday Indian life.  Many of these records do not blatantly speak of the 
filtering of religion into every social factor, but it is recorded that the Indians has very 
mysterious ways, to the point of  “white men laughing at the Indian for observance of so 
ridiculous and useless a form” of supernatural protection (Catlin 1973a: 36). I believe the 
enigmatic ‘mystery’ was a reflection of how ineffable it is to explain faith in one’s very 
core religious convictions.  Critically “even in the face of acculturation and social 
disruption, cognitive systems of belief, values, and ritual tend to be the most conservative 
and the most resistant to alteration” (Whitely 1992:78). Therefore, the historical records 
of a fragmented changing Indian culture contain remnants of prehistoric life ways. The 
results from a synchronic structural analysis of this rock art will extend the knowledge of 
these people deeper into the past than any ethnographic research.  
 
Plains Indian Ideology 
Ideology operates in a society through the sociopolitical system.  It shapes one’s 
actions regarding how ‘things’ should be and how to attain one’s place in the order of the 
society. The historic Indian’s social organization was based on war. While the dominant 
section of the society was warriors, other identities were also respected (shaman, skilled 
flintknapper, artist) but not as much as the warrior.  In order to be a head man or chief, 
the successful warrior identity was required.  Moreover, one’s purpose in life was guided 
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by his personal vision quest and for “practically every individual….such a procedure 
being one of the essential equipments of the youth for the duties of life” (Wissler 
1917:191-192). It was this vision that dictated if one was to be a warrior or not and, if the 
individual was to be a warrior, it outlined how to ensure success as a warrior through 
medicine.  This medicine is represented on shields, headdresses, facepaint, and other 
ceremonial items. However, for this to be represented and to reap the benefits of a 
decorated warrior, a coherent visual representation of expression or symbolic structure 
must be present within the culture.  “For any art assemblages the individual’s 
psychological abstraction of reality must ultimately be derived from a known set of 
collective ‘individual memories’, which eventually become lodged into “cultural 
memory””(Lanteigne 1992:371). Therefore, ideally how people identified themselves in 
Plains prehistoric society should have been decreed by one’s vision.  The vision would 
represent the interests of the dominant section, which was warriors, and living one’s life 
as a warrior would seem natural as it was foreordained by one’s cosmology and religion. 
As a result, the vision and one’s purpose in life (i.e. being a warrior) would bring 
elevated status and seem purposeful.  Elevated status would bring prestige, power and 
wealth to an individual and their family.  
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Economic Factors and the Quest for Personal Empowerment 
Historically for a Plains Indian man to have wealth, power, and prestige, he must 
a socially recognized warrior. Before the reservation system the deeds of a warrior were 
essential to the production of a head man or chief (Wissler 1912:23): “the term ‘chief’ 
was employed to designate any man who had distinguished himself in war” (Flannery 
1953:31).  For the men of these societies, “social standing and chieftainship…were 
dependent on military prowess; and that was the only road to distinction” (Lowie 
1935:215). The military prowess indeed was attributed to one’s medicine, i.e. their 
guardian spirit, and personal 
empowerment via spiritual connection 
and superiority over other’s medicine 
(Mishkin 1940; Wissler 1907). The 
warrior’s shield design was given 
through the vision quest for personal 
power, and it was the warrior’s 
success in war and raiding that was 
attributed to the spiritual guardian or 
the individual’s medicine. Importantly, 
a warrior’s shield design reflected an 
attempt “to convey an idea of what he saw in conformity with the conventional modes of 
representative art practiced by his tribe” (Wissler 1907:23). Therefore, there must be a 
pattern to this visual representation designed to communicate one’s medicine and 
spiritual power or one’s membership within a defined collective entity.  
Figure 19: Painted and incised shield 
bearing warrior from Bear Gulch.  
Cross shield design, ceremonial flag with 
weapon, and a two sided bustle. 
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 Other factors to personal empowerment and potentially a chief position were to 
be generous with wealth, self controlled, and an upstanding citizen.  In order to gain 
wealth, however, a successful raiding career was fundamental.  This raiding career was 
highly connected to warfare. Economically speaking, wealth, rank and prestige in the 
historic Indian society were highly linked.  “Rank goes with successful participation in 
war and war is principally economic…within the economic framework of war there 
functioned a system of warrior etiquette and formal accomplishment the successful 
performance of which was essential to rank.” (Mishkin 1940:61). The ways to secure 
rank in war were by counting different levels of coups, taking scalps, seizing a weapon 
from an enemy, and planning successful raids/war (Lowie 1935:216). Incidentally one 
could not falsely claim these feats; it must be publicly recognized in order for personal 
prestige. “The community was well aware of every warrior’s record. Reports from 
returning war parties together with the many institutionalized forms of publicity and 
repeated discussions of military exploits served to give each warrior a fairly definite 
rating in the scheme of rank” (Mishkin 1940:37). These exploits, rank, medicine and 
spiritual power were “symbolically represented on the performer’s dress” for example 
among the Crow, “a coup-striker wore wolf tails at the heels of his moccasins” (Lowie 
1935:217).   
In order to become a high ranking, wealthy individual with potential to serve as a 
chief or head man in historic Indian society, first one needed a vision to serve as a 
protective spiritual guardian and to lend a powerful medicine for personal empowerment 
in warfare and raiding.  This spiritual connection would be linked to one’s success or 
failure in war.  Success in warfare and raids led to higher rank, social prestige, wealth, 
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and power over less fortunate men. Although orators, lovers, skilled arrow makers, artists 
and medicine men enjoyed achieved status in historic and certainly prehistoric cultures 
and gained economic profits from their work, military ability outshone all these other 
skills.  To compare these men with the warriors of the historic and prehistoric societies 
“is analogous to setting intellectual distinction against financial achievement in our own 
society” (Miskin 1940:35). Most important for my research, a wealthy head man in 
historic society had to also be a decorated warrior with powerful medicine.  This rank 
was conveyed through symbolic emblems, heraldry, and insignia worn on the person, his 
shield, his tipi, and other objects. In other words, the use of certain styles of decorative 
expression marked and supported status.  If Bear Gulch was considered a source of war 
power within the society, rituals would have occurred there to ensure success in battle, 
which would have brought the spoils of war and status to the individual or group.  
 
Prehistoric Iconography and Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition  
Iconography is “the way ancient peoples represented religious, political, 
ideological, or cosmological objects or concepts in their art” (Flannery and Marcus 1998: 
43).  It is images which represent worldview and present one’s guardian spirit and other 
spiritual entities.  This connection to the spiritual realm that caused prosperity through 
war and signaled prestige within the society is manifested in the iconic art of the 
Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition. Within the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition are frontally 
facing, static, shield bearing warriors with decorated shields, elaborate headdresses, and 
weapons.  Importantly these weapons are not in a narrated interactive fight with one 
another but their “frontality serves to arrest or to demand the beholder’s attention” 
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(Vasktokas 1990:65). This is an important difference in modes of communication through 
the iconic Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition versus the narrative story telling of the 
Biographic Rock Art Tradition. “Iconic 
images do not represent a specific time, 
place, but rather evoke the eternal presence 
of the spirit world…as presentations of 
sacred subject-matter and themes, such as 
the objects and beings associated with 
visions and medicine powers”(Klassen 
1998:44).  These are symbols of prehistoric 
cosmologies and their systems of beliefs, and  
by studying the ethnographies I am contextualizing the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition’s 
main motif, the shield bearing warrior.  By doing so I am able to look for spiritual power 
centers in the landscape, and “from this contextualization…be able to see the 
coordination of iconography, community, and how real people used rock art images to 
construct realities” (Lewis-Williams 2002a: xvii). These realities are of the prehistoric 
people’s individual and group identities, shaped by their experiences and desire to 
delineate status and gain personal empowerment.  Especially since the Ceremonial Rock 
Art Tradition depicts ceremonial apparel and “group boundaries are clearly delineated by 
styles of ceremonial dress,” certainly this is retained in the rock art (Wiessner 1990:112).   
 
 
 
Figure 20: Incised and painted shield bearing 
warrior from Bear Gulch.  Animal head on 
shield type face paint, bird man headdress, war 
club, and animal (probably otter) medicine 
bundle as a bustle.  Note the medicine object in 
hair. 
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Conclusion 
 
 To gain an understanding of the prehistoric shield bearing warriors at Bear Gulch 
and Atherton Canyon, a background of Plains Indian cosmology and religion is 
fundamental.  It is difficult to define which tribe produced the rock art since 
anthropologists have never substantially linked the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition to a 
historically known tribe. This is in part due to the tribal movement and social adjustment 
to the encroaching white settlers since the 1600s. However the ethnology of the 
historically known tribes in the area provides a frame of reference to interpret the rock art.  
These were preliterate tribes, and their symbology was highly developed to indicate tribal 
membership, status, ceremonial office, and ultimately their identity.  This social 
production of identity manifested in categorical schemes of decorative expression is most 
likely reproduced in the iconography of the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition left at Bear 
Gulch and Atherton Canyon.  
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CHAPTER 3 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
 
 Materials for this thesis consist of a rock art database statistically examined 
through the computer program Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences (SPSS).  The 
results and conclusions from these tests are found in the following chapters.   
 “Statistical methods are greatly underutilized in rock art research” (Tratebas 
1995:1). Rock art studies have been long considered to be subjective, and statistical 
analysis holds the key for rock art studies to become more accepted in archaeology. 
Quantitative methods such as Pearson’s chi square of significance and Cramer’s V for 
strength of association allow the archaeologist to find statistically relevant relationships 
with in the seemingly complex data.  For example, my database is built of 759 shield 
bearing warriors with approximately 50 variables, this is too much for the human mind to 
interpret visually and comprehend. Furthermore by using statistics to look at a rock art 
style, patterns and relationships within that style come to light (Tratebas 1993).   
The sheer number of shield bearing warriors present at Bear Gulch suggests it is a 
sacred place on the prehistoric Plains Indian landscape.  If Bear Gulch was the place 
where certain spirits and visions could be accessed, or the place where warrior societies 
held their initiation rites, then I would expect associations within the depicted figures.  If 
warriors were going there specifically to fast, pray and envision war medicine, I would 
expect to find some associations of elements which make up the shield bearing warrior to 
communicate individual or group identity. We have already seen how important the 
warrior medicine bundle and its parts (headdresses, shields, and ceremonial objects) are 
to the whole identity of warrior. Notably the symbolism and use of associated regalia to 
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communicate guardian spirits or warrior society membership was stressed in the 
ethnographic record.  If Bear Gulch was a sacred place of warrior power on the 
prehistoric landscape, then I expect to find these significant relationships reproduced in 
the shield bearing warriors at Bear Gulch.   
In this chapter I elaborate on the sites that produced materials for my database and 
the style of shield bearing warriors. Coding for SPSS, categories and exclusions are 
discussed.  I also outline the theoretical application of structural analyses for my thesis, 
statistical procedures, and hypotheses to be tested. Also at the end of the methods section 
I discuss the application and implications of cognitive and landscape theory for 
interpretation of my testing.  
 
Materials 
The Sites: Bear Gulch 24FR2 and Atherton Canyon 24FR3 
 
 The materials I am using to test for significant relationships and association 
among the elements which constitute the 
shield bearing warrior come from two sites 
located in Central Montana: Bear Gulch 
Pictographs and Atherton Canyon. These 
two sites are in Fergus County in the 
foothills north of the little Snowy Mountains 
and are approximately 5 miles from one 
another. The nearest town to these sites is 
Forest Grove. Both are very similar in physical 
Figure 21: Map of Fergus County with 
Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon 
approximate location.  
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 features, consisting of limestone cliffs of the Heath formation that border brushy bottoms 
along Bear Creek and Atherton Creek.  At Bear Gulch the cliffs range from 20 to 75 feet 
in height, at Atherton Canyon the cliffs range from a few feet to 70 feet.   Both canyons 
range in width from one-fourth to three fourths of a mile (Secrist 1960). These are well 
protected canyons with an abundance of wild game situated in rolling prairie land with 
sporadic evergreen and deciduous trees along the hillsides. These canyons would have 
been an ideal place for prehistoric people to live, carry out, and record significant rituals 
and events.  
Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon were initially introduced to the archaeological 
community in 1960 through Kenneth Secrist’s publication in the University of Montana 
Anthropology and Sociology papers. In 1961 Stuart Conner wrote up a site form for Bear 
Gulch and in 1991 he sent letter to the University of Montana archaeological records 
discussing Atherton Canyon. These two sites were extensively recorded in the summer of 
2005 under the direction of Dr. James Keyser and I participated as a recorder for the 
entire project. Bear Gulch contains the most shield bearing warrior motifs known on the 
Northwestern Plains numbering 747 warriors (Keyser, personal communication), and 12 
warriors come from Atherton Canyon.  After recording the rock art, the data went with 
Dr. James Keyser to Oregon to be analyzed, counted, and reproduced into a shield 
bearing warrior database. As stated in Chapter 1, the Atherton Canyon warriors closely 
resemble the Bear Gulch warriors, and because of the geographic proximity, these 
databases have been combined into one. In the early spring semester 2006, I received this 
paperback database of black and white drawings of the numbered shield bearing warriors, 
and a paper database of the shield bearing warriors in their original placement among the 
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art within the numerous panels.  It is from these black and white reproductions that I built 
my database.  
The Shield Bearing Warriors  
 Shield bearing warriors are painted with hematite or are incised into the rock face 
with a flake of chert or hard rock.  The size of the shields varies from a centimeter to 
several inches. The style of shield bearing warriors from Bear Gulch and Atherton 
Canyon are unique in their number and decorative elaborations (Keyser, personal 
communication).  As stated in the first chapter, many items of material culture depicted in 
the rock art are usually found in actual ethnographic drawings, rarely at other rock art 
sites. For example, flags and bustles are 
very common at Bear Gulch, but outside 
of Bear Gulch are relatively unknown.  
These shield bearing warriors portray  
both individual and corporate medicine  
and identity. Therefore, these warriors 
 hold the key to information about both  
individual and collective self expression, and landscape use and sociocultural 
significance. For a listing and examples of the shields, headdresses, bustles, flags, 
weapons and other elements please see Appendix A.  
My database, built by myself during the spring of 2006, consists of 759  ‘cases’ or 
individual shield bearing warriors, with approximately 50 variables coded. These 
variables and codes are outlined in table 1. Appendix A contains the codes and images for 
shield design, headdress type, marginal fringe, weapon type, flag type, bustle type, 
Figure 22: Painted shield bearing warrior from 
Bear Gulch.  Split field horizontal  
shield type, two sided bustle, wolf headdress,  
ceremonial oval flag, and spear.  
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facepaint, leg type and wolf tail moccasin.  Some variables which were deemed 
unnecessary and not included in the analysis were not included on the table.  
Table 1: Variables and Codes 
759 
Shield 
Bearing 
Warriors Variables coded  Coded for      
 Identification number See appendix     
 Technique of art 
Pictograph 
(1) Petroglyph (2)        Both (3)    
 Shield type See appendix     
 
Marginal fringe on 
shield type of marginal fringe     
 Headdress type See appendix     
 Head Absent (0) Present (1)    
 Head facing right No (0) Yes (1)     
 Head facing left No (0) Yes (1)     
 Bustle type See appendix     
 
Bustle location on 
warrior: left No (0) Yes (1)     
 
Bustle location on 
warrior: right No (0) Yes (1)     
 Weapon type See appendix     
 
Weapon location on 
warrior: left No (0)  Yes (1)     
 
Weapon location on 
warrior: right No (0)  Yes (1)     
 
Weapon association to 
warrior: direct No (0) Yes (1)     
 
Weapon association to 
warrior: held No (0) Yes (1)     
 
Weapon association to 
warrior: juxtaposed No (0) Yes (1)     
 
Weapon with a upper 
crossbar Present (1) Non present (0)    
 2nd Weapon 
Coded same 
as weapon See appendix    
 
2nd Weapon location 
on warrior: left No (0) Yes (1)     
 
2nd Weapon location 
on warrior: right No (0) Yes (1)     
 
2nd weapon association 
to warrior: held No (0) Yes (1)     
 
2nd weapon association 
to warrior: direct No (0) Yes (1)     
 
2nd weapon association 
to warrior: juxtaposed No (0) Yes (1)     
 Flag type see appendix     
 
Flag location on warrior: 
left  No (0) Yes (1)     
 Flag location on warrior: No (0) Yes (1)     
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right  
 
Flag association to 
warrior: direct No (0) Yes (1)     
 
Flag association to 
warrior: held No (0) Yes (1)     
 
Flag association to 
warrior: juxtaposed  No (0) Yes (1)     
 Feather 
Not present 
(0) 
Above 
weapon or 
flag (1) 
Below 
weapon or 
flag (2) 
Both 
(3)   
 Wolf tail Moccasin Absent (0) Present (1)    
 Penis Absent (0) Present (1)    
 Hands Absent (0) Present (1)    
 Hands direction Absent (0) 
Pointed up 
(1) Hands open (2)   
 Legs see appendix     
 Feet direction Left (0) Right (1)     
 Rock Art Site 
Bear Gulch 
(1) Atherton Canyon (2)    
 Wall A (1) B (2) C (3) D(4)   
 Locus 1(1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) etc 
 21 
(21)
 
Excluded variables included the subjective category of rock art technique, coded as 
pictograph or petroglyph. It is impossible to discern from black and white drawings 
whether a glyph is painted and incised.  Although there was a drawing scheme (dotted 
lines for paint, unbroken lines for incised), this category is considered non-objective as 
there was confusion over the photocopied reproductions. Another category not tested is 
wall or locus location of the rock art.  The sheer number of warriors placed on all angles 
and levels at the site suggest “the quality of the sandstone to have been more important in 
selection of the canvas than direction” (Greer and Greer 2000:3). As a result, these 
variables were not be tested for relationships.  
 
Coding for Similar Variables 
Some shield and headdress types sharing the same general type will be coded in 
SPSS as the same variable.  This was done because they are highly related similar types 
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and I believe these are “standardized alternatives or idiosyncratic variations” (Munn 
1966:937). These grouped variables are listed in Table 2. One exception that within the 
headdress types there are 4 different wolf headdresses, a chi square test was run though 
these were all the same headdress, and a separate test was run with these types coded as 
separate to see if the slight differences perhaps correlate with shield, weapon or flag type. 
These are listed below in Table 2. 
Table 2: Similar and Grouped Variables 
Shield 
Type 
Grouped 
With 
Similar 
Type 
Shields Weapons
Grouped 
with 
Similar 
Type 
Weapons Headdress
Grouped with Similar Type 
Headdresses 
1 2 2 3 1 3, 4, 6, 16, 25 
3 4, 17, 67   2
14, 29, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 
47 
5 
21, 96, 
35   7 8
6 
13, 39, 
81   9 10, 11, 35 
7 8, 86, 91     
10 
56, 41, 
56     
12 16, 37     
13 
25, 49, 
69     
18 38, 80     
20 64, 76     
21 22, 23     
24 71, 74     
31 35, 50, 62, 79, 96    
33 43     
36 26, 58     
42 77, 98     
48 65     
51 30, 75, 90, 92, 100, 101, 103   
52 
66, 85, 
87     
59 84     
82 29, 53     
87 57     
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Methods 
 Methods for testing my hypotheses consist of statistical testing within a structural 
analysis theoretical framework. Both cognitive archaeological theory and landscape 
theory are discussed with relevance to rock art and application to my data. I explain each 
theory, then my methods.  
 
Structural Analysis: The Theory  
 
By looking at the elements of the shield bearing warrior statistically I can find the 
“compositional device that underlies construction” (Lewis-Williams 2002a:54). This in 
turn is relevant to archaeological theory as it allots attention to the theories and 
methodology of structural analysis, contextual archaeological theory, and landscape 
theory. Structural analysis seeks the patterns of a cultural phenomenon.  Structuralism 
“assumes that the imagery made was generated from a set of underlying cultural premises 
that are structured like language…one could expect to find an underlying set of rules for 
the making and placing of specific images…”(Conkey 2001:274). As stated, structural 
analysis has its origins in structuralism; however, many structural analysis approaches do 
not accept most of structuralism’s tenets (Conkey 2001; Lewis Williams 2002). The 
classic structuralism of Levi-Strauss (1963) refers to structures of binary opposites such 
as male/female, sacred/profane and cooked/raw.  Structural analysis on the other hand is 
a “general method of analysis that examines the ways in which a ‘structure’, framework, 
or mental template, of which people may not be aware, orders the ways in which they 
thing and act” (Lewis-Williams 2002a:50). One problem with this approach is that it 
takes an ahistorical approach to the archaeological database.  This is understandable as 
many structuralist studies are synchronic in nature and tend to ignore “and probably 
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could not even have recognized, difference in place or time” (Leone 1982:744). 
Structural analysis assumes that the basic cultural organization or structure is continuous.  
However, with my studies, I am utilizing ethnographic data to find meaning in the 
structure of the rock art.  
For my purposes, structural analysis is not used explain how a certain social 
structure was developed, but to reveal a model for the production and placement of forms 
and images with respect to one another.  These potential relationships in turn will be 
applied to the structure of places of power within the prehistoric landscape. In other 
words, through synchronic analysis I am seeking a “common structure and shared visual 
categories” which make for a common pattern in the rock art in search for social 
identities in prehistoric rock art (Munn 1966:946). These patterns and relationships I 
would expect to be present at places of significant events and social processes. 
Structure has many definitions. I define it as ordered arrangements of components 
(Radcliffe-Brown 1956:9). I use structural analysis loosely in the same light Radcliffe-
Brown used structural functionalism to seek structure in societies.  However, instead of 
taking a broad look at culture, I am focusing on the shield bearing warrior of the 
Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition of Plains Indians and what this tradition potentially can 
tell us about prehistoric identity and places of power on the landscape. In my “search for 
common structural features” (Greenfield, as cited in Conkey 1982:117) and their 
potential relationship to one another I plan to utilize Radcliffe-Brown’s goals of structural 
functionalism.  I have tailored these to my research: (1) make a systematic classifications 
of the images; (2) attempt to understand the features or motifs of the Ceremonial 
Tradition; (3) reveal the particular feature (or structure) and its place of an organized 
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whole, and (4) to arrive at valid generalizations about the society that left the Ceremonial 
Rock Art (Levi-Strauss 1963:302).  By looking for associated structured features of 
visual categories, we showed find an existence of social relations and social identities 
inherent in the rock art. These social relations should reflect the prehistoric social 
structures of “persons in relationship defined or controlled by institutes, i.e., social 
established norms or patterns of behavior” (Radcliffe-Brown 1958:177). It is important to 
note that for cultural phenomena to be part of the social structure, they must have 
permanence (Radcliffe-Brown 1958:170). Within rock art, this permanence would be 
directly related to the placement and immobility of the art on the landscape. As stated I 
am analyzing 759 shield bearing warriors from 2 sites in Montana.  The shield bearing 
warrior motif stretches from Texas into Canada (Moyer 1999) and the attaining of these 
shields and the concepts of power surrounding them are almost ubiquitous across Plains 
culture.  Therefore, the ‘shield bearing warrior’ depicts a cultural phenomena very much 
integrated into the social structure.  Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon provide a database 
reflecting cultural permanence at a fixed site on the landscape.  
 
Structural Analysis: The Methodology 
 
The methods I am using for seeking relationships and their strength are statistics 
such as Pearson’s chi square tests and Cramer’s V.  These will be undertaken via the 
computer program Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).  Synchronic 
structural analysis is very applicable for archaeological study of symbols (Robb 1998).  I 
am approaching the shield bearing warriors as through they all represent a moment in 
time of prehistoric warrior identity.  As stated, if Bear Gulch was considered to be a place 
of power for these warriors, where one went to envision spiritual power or to be initiated 
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into a warrior society, I would expect to see relationships between the elements depicted 
as they represent warrior medicine bundles.   
 
Statistical Procedures 
Significant relationships will be sought through the use of Pearson’s chi square 
tests.  Only tests with a Pearson’s chi square probability <.05 will be considered 
significant and discussed in Chapter 4. My hypotheses are designed to determine whether 
or not a relationship exists between the various elements which make up the shield 
bearing warrior. Chi square testing will determine whether or not there is a statistical 
dependence among two variables of a sample. Thus, two hypotheses are constructed for 
each research question-- my research hypothesis which states that there is a statistically 
dependent relationship among elements, and the null hypothesis which states the 
elements are placed randomly. The chi-square test will allow the researcher a means to 
decide whether or not to reject the null hypothesis. The “degrees or strength of similarity 
between shared attributes” (Davis 1990:20) will be assessed through Cramer’s V. 
Cramer’s V, which is always between 0 and 1, was chosen for these tests as it controls for 
the skew of chi square testing on tables larger than 2x2.  A Cramer’s V of 1 is a strong, 
perfect association.    
Post hoc analysis will be undertaken through studying the charts of expected 
versus observed frequencies of tests that yield only significant relationships. I will only 
consider relevant discrepancies that present a Cramer’s V equal to or greater than .4, have 
a difference in expected versus observed counts of at least 2, and from that sample must 
have at least a 10% difference between the frequencies.  If an observed frequency is 10% 
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greater than an expected frequency, then I infer the population preferred that relationship.  
If the expected frequency is 10% greater than the observed frequency, then I infer the 
population avoided that relationship.  I am highlighting some of the more statistically 
strong relationships for examples of what types of relationships are present in my 
database.  
 
Cognitive and Landscape Theory:  Method and Interpretation 
I utilize structural analysis draw from landscape theory and from cognitive 
archaeology for my interpretation. I have chosen cognitive theory as it deals with issues 
of the mind.  
 “The perception, description, and classification of the universe (cosmology); the 
nature of the supernatural (religion); the principles, philosophies, ethics and values by 
which human societies are governed (ideology); the ways in which aspects of the world, 
the supernatural, or human values are conveyed in art (iconography); and all other forms 
of human intellectual and symbolic behavior” (Flannery and Marcus 1998:36).  
 
Cognitive theory deals with cosmology, religion, ideology and iconography, which are all 
important facets in my study of warrior identity in the Ceremonial Rock Art Tradition. 
This theory is especially useful as “rock art expresses elements of the cognitive system in 
a distinct manner” (Layton 1985:445).  The structure of cosmology in any culture 
influences religion and ideology, and these influences are manifested and reproduced in 
the art (Flannery and Marcus 1998; Wolff 1981).  In other words, the structure of art not 
only relates but reflects the larger social system (Washburn 1983).  I have chosen 
landscape theory as it recognizes that “human life is a process that involves the passage 
of time, and this life process is also the process of formation of the landscapes in which 
people lived” and this applies to “the culturalistic view that every landscape is particular 
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cognitive symbolic ordering of space” (Ingold 1993: 152). By approaching the rock art 
database with these theories in mind, meanings can be discovered about the societies who 
attached symbolic significance to the landscape.  
 It is known from the ethnographic research that cosmology and religion 
(‘medicine’) heavily influenced Plains Indian social organization, cultural ways, and 
worldview. This was evident in their ideology and probably is produced in the 
iconography they left behind in the form of rock art. “Ceremonial Rock Art can be 
interpreted as religious iconography. They are symbols of the medicine power obtained 
by warriors. Everything about these images reflects the powers of the warrior artists that 
made them” (Klassen 2003:169, Keyser 1977). Iconography studies explore social and 
cultural values; therefore, these studies, coupled with contextual background information, 
can push ethnographies back further into prehistoric times while simultaneously revealing 
meaning from the landscape. Surely, the historic Indian worldviews and cultural activities 
have ancient origins, and these ancient practices undoubtedly are preserved in the forms 
of rock art. Ethnographies on historic Indians provide a frame of reference with which to 
interpret the prehistoric record.   
The structure of the rock art will convey individual and collective warrior identity 
through categories of shared visual motifs. This will hint at the social structure which is 
reflected in the art and the structure of the cultural landscape. In order for a place on the 
landscape to be considered to be sacred, three things are needed: it must be a place where 
spiritual knowledge is taught and rituals performed, common significant actions or events 
must take place there, and the manifestation of spiritual beings or natural forces have 
been noted to live there (Arsenault 2004: 74). If relationships are found at Bear Gulch, 
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these would be the manifestation of spiritual knowledge and rituals performed at the site, 
which would have been a significant event for the warriors of the society.  I am 
postulating that if they sought out Bear Gulch to paint their warrior medicine, then Bear 
Gulch would have been considered to be a place of materialization for spiritual powers.  
By undergoing either personal vision quests there, or by initiation into a warrior military 
society, Bear Gulch becomes a place for human experience, constructed in a shared 
cultural memory, spiritual encounters, and association of medicine to place and person 
(Tilley 1994)  Not only does the motifs at Bear Gulch order social relationships, but they 
order and familiarize space also.   
The warrior art of Bear Gulch, if it contains statistically substantiated 
relationships, will indicate this place as not only a source for spiritual power, but as a 
place where social relations and identities are produced and reproduced. Ceremonial 
Rock Art with its shield bearing warriors have been postulated to be warrior rock art 
representing the warrior’s spiritual helper and source of power (Keyser 1977; Keyser and 
Klassen 2001; Klassen 2003). The more similarly placed elements of the shield bearing 
warrior, the stronger the visual representation and communication of one’s source of 
power and ultimately their identity.   Within the rock art, items of material culture and 
their insignia are concepts which it represents.  Therefore, the more the components of 
the Ceremonial Tradition have in common at a site, the more powerful the meaning is to 
these similarly placed elements, i.e., certain types of headdresses, shields, flags, weapons, 
and the importance of going to Bear Gulch to draw these images. 
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Research questions 
 
 The main goal of this thesis is to see if any of the elements that make up the shield 
bearing warrior of Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon have a significant relationship to one 
another. This would support the hypothesis that Bear Gulch, and to a lesser extent, 
Atherton Canyon, was a sacred place for prehistoric Indians to seek out and paint their 
war medicine, participate in war related rituals, express the religious value of the area, 
maintain religious tradition, and ultimately create a warrior identity. This would make 
Bear Gulch a very powerful place on the prehistoric landscape.  
 
Hypotheses 1: Shields  
A comparison of shields to other accoutrements such as bustle, facepaint, flag, headdress, 
weapon, weapon with crossbar, and wolf tail moccasins was accomplished.  As seen in 
the ethnographic literature, shields were a quintessential element of the 
warrior medicine bundle as were headdresses and other ceremonial items.  
For warrior societies, shields and certain headdresses, flags, or weapons 
could signify which society one held membership.  I believe that if  
individuals or groups were going to Bear Gulch to dream, envision                                         
                                        and relive their warrior guardian spirit, or to be initiated  
1                                                  into a warrior society, there will be some type of 
demonstrable significant relation of these chosen elements. Therefore the research 
hypothesis for these tests states that ther is a statistical dependence between shield and 
accoutrements.  
 
Figure 23: Teeth shield design and split field 
with image on bottom shield type. 
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Hypothesis II: Headdresses 
 A comparison headdresses of to other accoutrements such as bustle, facepaint, 
flag, flag with crossbar, marginal fringe, weapon, weapon with crossbar, and wolf tail 
moccasins was accomplished. It is known through the ethnographic literature that 
headdresses were associated with both individual warrior medicine and warrior society 
regalia.  If a statistically significant relationship is present between 
headdress type and the listed elements, then we can infer that this 
relationship is associated with either an individual or collective warrior 
identity. Therefore the research hypothesis for these tests states that there is a statistical 
dependence between headdress and accoutrements.  
 
Hypothesis III: Flags 
 A comparison was made of flags to other elements such as bustle, facepaint, 
marginal fringe, wolf tail moccasins, and 2nd weapon type.  Ethnographic literature 
suggests that flags were used to signal warrior society membership.  If a statistically 
significant relationship is demonstrated between flag type and listed element type, we can 
infer that this relationship concerned most likely a collective military warrior identity.  
Therefore the research hypothesis for these tests states that there is a statistical 
dependence between flags and accoutrements.  
 
Hypotheses IV: Weapons  
 A comparison was made of weapons to other elements such as bustle, facepaint, 
marginal fringe and wolf tail moccasins.  Often weapons were associated with war 
Figure 24: Bison horns headdress.
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society membership.  Hence if a statistically significant relationship is demonstrated 
between weapon type and other accoutrements, we can infer that this relationship 
demonstrated an association to warrior identity.  Therefore the research 
hypothesis for these tests states that there is a statistical 
dependence between weapons and accoutrements.  
 
 
 
Hypothesis V: Wolf Headdresses  
The dataset from Bear Gulch and Atherton Canyon revealed 3   previously 
unknown wolf headdresses (Keyser, personal communication). Hence a study was 
undertaken to see if the difference among wolf headdresses holds a significant 
relationship to the bustle, flag, shield, weapon, or wolf tail 
moccasin elements. If a statistically demonstrable 
relationship exists between the various wolf headdresses 
and the other elements, we can infer that these relationships 
denote status differences in wolf medicine or scouting rank.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27: Painted shield bearing warrior from Bear Gulch 
with teeth shield type and partially eroded war club. 
Figure 26: Painted shield bearing warrior from 
Bear Gulch with cross shield type, roach 
headdress, and war club Figure 25: War Club 
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Conclusion to Materials and Methods 
Overall, these hypotheses are designed to provide statistical evidence as to 
whether or not relationships are present as per the ethnographic literature.  Whether the 
relationship is between shield, headdress, flag or weapon we can assume they are related 
to warrior medicine bundles.  These are war bundles, indicative of guardian spirits, 
sources of power on the battlefield, and individual warriors’ identities within their culture.   
Variables such as flag are elements of associated regalia that suggest a certain war society 
membership. Therefore relationships could be either an individual or a collective 
expression of a identity or military membership. These differences are explored in the 
next chapter.  Nevertheless, if there are significant relationships found, they are 
expressive of a cognitive process of identity and meaningful within the socio-cultural 
structure. 
The strength of the association of elements constituting the shield bearing warrior 
are a form of nonverbal communication, thus lending a function role to the selection and 
placement of certain elements (Wiessner 1990:106). This is to be measured through 
Cramer’s V. Also through my testing I determine which images are less likely to be 
placed in a composition relationship with each other.  This is another facet of identity: 
“the idea that the need to establish a self-image through comparing oneself to others and 
desire to project this image…by comparing themselves with those others” (Wiessner 
1990:107).  This type of stylistic variation and comparison epitomizes social comparison 
and self identity.   
Whichever variables from my database are found have statistically significant 
relationships, these shed light on what Bear Gulch meant to the prehistoric cultures.  If 
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these elements are related to one another in respect to spatial placement, we can infer that 
these elements express a value within the warrior identity. This value is probably 
associated with the landscape, and this allows the researcher to deduce that Bear Gulch 
was a place of power to the prehistoric Northern Plains warrior.  Types of relationships 
and associations found in my database may suggest that Bear Gulch was a central place 
within the prehistoric landscape that evoked feelings of being a warrior, of rituals and 
items associated with warrior identity, of perhaps war society membership, but most 
certainly will prove Bear Gulch to be a 
place of power.   
Significant tests are presented 
and discussed in the following Chapter 4.  
Chapter 5 discusses the implications of 
these tests to my hypotheses and overall 
goals.  Chapter 6 outlines, reiterates, and 
concludes my research.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28: Painted shield bearing warrior from 
Bear Gulch with circular shield type, bear 
headdress, and oval ceremonial flag with weapon. 
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CHAPTER 4  
RESULTS 
  
 Results from the statistical analysis are discussed in this chapter.  I am analyzing 
the rock art by determining if there are statistical associations between elements which 
make up the shield bearing warrior motifs.  Then my interpretation will be facilitated by 
the frame of reference discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. If I find categorical relationships 
between the shield, headdress, flag, weapon, or bustle, I will infer that these relationships 
were created and maintained to provide an identity for the prehistoric warrior.  
Research hypotheses were tested according to the statistical procedures discussed 
previously. Codes for variables can be found in Appendix A.  Results from only 
significant Pearson’s chi square tests are presented in this chapter, and these are 
summarized in Table 3. For all significant chi square tests a selection of Cramer’s V will 
be presented and discussed. Within the sciences, one can never truly ‘prove’ their 
hypothesis, but can either substantiate or unsubstantiated it at a certain level of 
significance or probability.  In the case of chi-square scores, a test is considered 
significant only if the probability of the null hypothesis is less than .05; only then is the 
null hypothesis of independence rejected at the 95% confidence level, and the research 
hypothesis of a relationship is retained. “When the significance level falls far below .05 
the smaller the value the greater confidence the researcher has that his or her findings are 
valid” (George and Maller 2000:84).Tests resulting in no significance and the retaining of 
the null hypothesis of independence can be found in Appendix B.   
For all significant tests Cramer’s V will be discussed. This tests for strength of 
association and is gauged by 1 (strongest association) and 0 (no association). For 
significant tests where Cramer’s V is greater than or equal to .4 a post hoc analysis will 
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be undertaken.  The post hoc interpretation consists of an analysis from a sample of the 
frequencies to seek out preferred (observed > expected) or avoided (observed < expected) 
placement of the tested elements. The criteria for this sample selection are threefold. First, 
it must come from a significant test with a Cramer’s V greater than or equal to .40; 
second, a 2 integer difference between the observed and expected; and third, a 10% 
difference must be present in order to qualify for that sample.  Also, when discussing 
wolf headdresses, observed and expected frequencies will be examined.   
 Listed in Table 4 are the chi-square significance levels from larger (lesser 
probability) to smaller percentages (higher probability). These will be discussed with 
respect to significance and Cramer’s V, and Table 5 contains the tests which will be 
examined for the ad-hoc analyses. Observed and expected frequencies of selected tests 
can be found in Appendix C.   
Table 3: SPSS Significant Tests 
Variables Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V 
Significance 
of Cramer's 
V 
Shield vs Bustle 1739.321 950        < .001 0.479        < .001 
Shield vs Flag 2492.665 1615        < .001 0.44         < .001 
Shield vs Facepaint 123.978 95 0.025 0.404 0.025
Shield vs Headdress 3667.365 2945          < .001 0.395          < .001 
Headdress vs Bustle 421.528 310          < .001 0.236          < .001 
Headdress vs Facepaint 63.26 34 0.002 0.289 0.002
Headdress vs Weapon with 
crossbar 113.408 31          < .001 0.387          < .001 
Flag vs 2nd Weapon 240.071 153          < .001 0.187          < .001 
Flag vs Wolf tail Moccasin 29.821 17 0.028 0.198 0.028
Flag vs Marginal Fringe 438.324 102          < .001 0.31          < .001 
Weapon vs Wolf tail Moccasin 27.543 16 0.036 0.19 0.036
Weapon vs Marginal Fringe  156.416 96          < .001 0.185 < .001 
Wolf Headdresses vs Shield 3667.365 2945          < .001 0.395 < .001 
Wolf Headdresses vs Bustle 421.528 310          < .001 0.236 < .001 
 
Table 4: SPSS Significant Tests in Descending Order 
Variables Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V 
Significance 
of Cramer's 
V 
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Weapon vs Wolf tail Moccasin 27.543 16 0.036 0.19 0.036
Flag vs Wolf tail Moccasin 29.821 17 0.028 0.198 0.028
Shield vs Facepaint 123.978 95 0.025 0.404 0.025
Headdress vs Facepaint 63.26 34 0.002 0.289 0.002
Weapon vs Marginal Fringe  156.416 96           < .001 0.185          < .001 
Flag vs Marginal Fringe 438.324 102           < .001 0.31          < .001 
Flag vs 2nd Weapon 240.071 153           < .001 0.187          < .001 
Headdress vs Weapon with 
crossbar 113.408 31           < .001 0.387          < .001 
Headdress vs Bustle 421.528 310           < .001 0.236          < .001 
Shield vs Headdress 3667.365 2945           < .001 0.395          < .001 
Shield vs Bustle 1739.321 950          < .001 0.479        < .001 
Shield vs Flag 2492.665 1615          < .001 0.44          < .001 
Wolf Headdresses vs Shield 3667.365 2945           < .001 0.395          < .001 
Wolf Headdresses vs Bustle 421.528 310           < .001 0.236          < .001 
 
 
Table 5: Tests Selected for Post hoc Analysis 
Tests for Post hock      
Variables Tested X² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V 
Significance of 
Cramer's V 
Shield vs Bustle 1739.321 950            < .001 0.479                        < .001
Shield vs Flag 2492.665 1615            < .001 0.44                           < .001
Shield vs Facepaint 123.978 95 0.025 0.404 0.025
Wolf Headdresses vs 
Shield 3667.365 2945            < .001 0.395                           < .001
Wolf Headdresses vs 
Bustle 421.528 310           < .001 0.236                          < .001 
 
Test 1: Shield Type and Bustle Type 
X² Significance 
 This test was conducted to determine if a relationship exists between shield type 
and bustle type. The chi-square score for this test is 1739.321 with 950 degrees of 
freedom; the actual chi-square score is significant at P < .001. In other words, there is 
a .1% chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.9% chance of a 
nonrandom relationship. Therefore null hypothesis of independence is rejected, and the 
research hypothesis of a relationship is retained. Results from this test are shown in Table 
6.   
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Table 6 Shield and Bustle Statistics 
Variables 
Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Shield vs 
Bustle 1739.321 950 < .001 0.479 < .001   
 
Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was used in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between shield type and bustle type. The strength of the 
relationship is moderate as the Cramer’s V is .479, since the Cramer’s V is >.4, the 
expected and observed frequencies were compared for preferred and avoided 
relationships.  These are summarized in Table 7.  
Shields ornamented with teeth, split center image on bottom, and 
solid vertical lines were preferred to be depicted with a two sided bustle.  
Shields represented with the cross patée, hand of god, pumpkin man, and 
thick center cross decoration were preferred to be illustrated with no bustle. 
Interestingly shields with no design were overwhelmingly preferred to be 
etched or painted with a straight bustle. Observed and expected 
frequency charts for this test can be found in Appendix C.  
Table 7: Shield Type and Bustle Type Observed and Expected Frequencies 
 
Shield  Bustle Observed  Expected 
Preferred or 
Avoided 
Cross patée Absent 33 > 29.9 Preferred 
 
Two 
Sided 4 < 6.1 Avoided 
Teeth 
Two 
Sided 9 > 6.4 Preferred 
Hand of God Absent 9 > 6.9 Preferred 
Pumpkin Man Absent  12 > 10 Preferred 
Thick Center Cross Absent 31 > 29.1 Preferred 
Figure 29: Non Decorated 
Shield with Straight 
Bustle 
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Two 
Sided 3 < 6 Avoided 
Split Center Image on 
Bottom Absent 21 < 23 Avoided 
 
Two 
Sided 7 > 4.7 Preferred 
No Design 
Two 
Sided 17 < 19 Avoided 
 Straight 19 > 2.4 Preferred 
Solid Vertical Lines Absent 41 < 55.2 Avoided 
 
Two 
Sided 22 > 11.3 Preferred 
 
One 
Sided 4 > 1.5 Preferred 
 
 
Test 2: Shield Type and Flag Type 
X² Significance 
 This test was conducted to determine if a relationship exists between shield type 
and bustle type. The chi-square score for this test is 2492.665 with 1615 degrees of 
freedom; the actual chi-square score is significant at P < .001. In other words, there is 
a .1% chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.9% chance of a 
nonrandom relationship. The null hypothesis of independence is rejected, and the 
research hypothesis of a relationship is retained. Results from this test are shown in Table 
9. 
Table 8: Shield and Flag Statistics 
Variables 
Tested X² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Shield vs 
Flag 2492.665 1615 < .001 0.44 < .001   
 
 
Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was used in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between shield type and flag type. The strength of the relationship 
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is moderate as the Cramer’s V is .44, and since the Cramer’s V is >.4, the expected and 
observed frequencies were compared for preferred and avoided relationships.  These are 
summarized in Table 9. 
 The oval flag is preferred for cross patée, cross, splitfield horizontal, spitlifield 
horizontal with lower eyes, thick center cross, and splitfield with center image on bottom 
shields.  Leaf flags were also preferred with splitfield horizontal shields, and spade flags 
are preferred for solid vertical lined shields. Observed and expected frequency charts for 
this test can be found in Appendix C. 
 Table 9: Shield Type and Flag Type Observed and Expected Frequencies 
Shield Flag Observed  Expected 
Preferred 
or 
Avoided 
Cross patée Oval 8 > 5.7 Preferred 
Cross Oval 18 > 13.3 Preferred
 
Triangular 
Spear 2 < 3.9 Avoid 
Spiltfield Horizontal Top Absent 24 < 27.6 Avoided 
 Oval 8 > 5.4 Preferred
Teeth Leaf 4 > 0.8 Preferred
Splitfield Horizontal Eyes Absent 0.5 < 8.3 Avoid 
 Oval 4 > 1.6 Preferred
Thick Center Cross Oval 7 > 5.5 Preferred
No Design 
Triangular 
Spear 8 > 5.1 Preferred
 Oval 15 < 17.7 Avoided 
Split Center Image on 
Bottom Oval  6 > 4.3 Preferred
Solid Vertical Lines Spade 3 > 0.9 Preferred
 
 
Test 3: Shield Type and Facepaint 
X² Significance 
 This test was conducted to determine Figure 30: Types of Facepaint  
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 if shield type has a relationship to the presence of facepaint.  The chi-square score for 
this test is 123.978 with 95 degrees of freedom. Since significance P <.05 there is a .25% 
chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.75% chance of a nonrandom 
relationship. Therefore the null hypothesis of independence is rejected, and the research 
hypothesis of a relationship is retained. Results from this test are depicted in Table 10. 
Table 10: Shield and Facepaint Statistics 
Variables Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x²               
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Shield vs 
Facepaint 123.978 95 0.025 0.404 0.025   
 
Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was used in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between shield type and presence of facepaint. Cramer’s V for 
this test is .404 and therefore of moderate association. Since the Cramer’s V is >.4, the 
expected and observed frequencies were compared for preferred and avoided 
relationships.  These are summarized in Table 11. 
 Facepaint was avoided on the following decorated shields: animal on shield, thick 
center cross, and solid vertical lined shield designs.  On the other hand, facepaint was 
preferred on shields with no designs. Observed and expected frequency charts for this test 
can be found in Appendix C. 
Table 11: Shield Type and Facepaint Presence/Absence Observed and Expected Frequencies 
Shield Facepaint Observed  Expected Preferred or Avoided 
Animal on Shield Absent 8 > 6 Preferred 
Thick Center 
Cross Absent 38 > 35.6 Preferred 
No Design Present 10 > 7.6 Preferred 
Solid Vertical 
Lines Present 2 < 4.5 Avoided 
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Test 4: Shield and Headdress 
X² Significance 
 This test was conducted to determine if shield type has a relationship to headdress 
type. The chi-square score for this test 3667.365 with 2945 degrees of freedom; the chi 
square score is significant at P <.001. In other words, there is a .1% chance that this 
relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.9% chance of a nonrandom relationship.  The 
null hypothesis of independence is rejected, and the research hypothesis of a relationship 
is retained. Results from this test are depicted in Table 12. 
 
Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was used in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between shield type and headdress type. Cramer’s V for this test 
is moderate .396. Results from this test are shown in Table 12. 
Table 12: Shield and Headdress Statistics 
Variables Tested x² df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Shield vs 
Headdress 3667.365 2945 < .001 0.395 < .001   
 
Test 5: Headdress Type and Bustle Type 
X² Significance 
 This test was conducted to determine if there is a relationship between headdress 
type and bustle type.  The chi-square score for this test is 421.528 with 421 degrees of 
freedom; the chi-square score is significant at P < .001. In other words, there is a .1% 
chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.9% chance of a nonrandom 
relationship.   Therefore the null hypothesis of independence between these two variables 
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is rejected, and the research hypothesis of a relationship is retained.  Results from this test 
are shown in Table 13. 
 
Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was utilized in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between headdress type and bustle type. Cramer’s V for this test 
is .236, a slight strength of association. Results from this test are shown in Table 13. 
Table 13: Headdress and bustle statistics  
Variables Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Headdress vs 
Bustle 421.528 310 < .001 0.236 < .001   
 
 
Test 6: Headdress Type and Facepaint 
X² Significance 
 This test was conducted to examine the possibility of a relationship between 
headdress type and presence of facepaint. The chi-square score for this test is 63.26 with 
34 degrees of freedom; the chi square score is very significant at P=.002. In other words 
there is a 2% chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.8% chance of a 
nonrandom relationship.   Therefore the null hypothesis of independence is rejected, and 
the research hypothesis of a relationship is retained. Results from this test are shown in 
Table 14. 
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Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was utilized in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between headdress type and presence of facepaint. Cramer’s V for 
this test is slight at .289. Results from this test are shown in Table 14. 
Table 14: Headdress and Facepaint Statistics 
Variables Tested x² df 
significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Headdress vs 
Facepaint 63.26 34 0.002 0.289 0.002   
 
 
 
Test 7: Headdress Type and Weapon with Crossbar 
X² Significance 
 This test was conducted to examine the possibility of a relationship between 
headdress type and a weapon presented with a crossbar.  The chi-square for this test is 
113.408 with 31 degrees of freedom; the chi-square score is significant at P < .001. In 
other words, there is a .1% chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.9% 
chance of a nonrandom relationship.  Therefore the null hypothesis of independence is 
rejected, and the research hypothesis of a relationship is retained.  Results from this test 
are shown in Table 15.  
 
Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was utilized in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between headdress type and presence of facepaint. Cramer’s V for 
this test is slightly moderate at .387. Results from this test are shown in Table 15. 
Table 15: Headdress and Weapon with Crossbar Statistics 
Variables Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V 
Significance of Cramer's 
V 
Headdress vs Weapon 113.408 31 < .001 0.387 < .001   
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with crossbar 
 
Test 8: Flag and 2nd Weapon 
X² Significance 
 This test was conducted to examine the potential relationship between flag type 
and weapon type. The 2nd weapon’s coding is the same as weapon.  The chi-square score 
for this test is 240.071 with 153 degrees of freedom; the chi-square score is very 
significant at P < .001.  Therefore the null hypothesis of independence is rejected, and the 
research hypothesis of a relationship is retained. In other words, there is a .1% chance 
that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.9% chance of a nonrandom 
relationship.  Results from this test are shown in Table 16. 
 
Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was utilized in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between headdress type and presence of facepaint. Cramer’s V for 
this test is very weak at .187. Results from this test are shown in Table 16. 
Table 16: Flag and 2nd Weapon Statistics 
Variables Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Flag vs 2nd 
Weapon 240.071 153 < .001 0.187 < .001   
 
 
Test 9: Flag and Wolf tail Moccasin 
X² Significance  
This test was conducted to examine the possibility of a relationship between flag 
type and presence of wolf tail moccasins. The chi-square score for this test 29.821 with 
17 degrees of freedom; the chi square score for this test is P=.028. Therefore, there is a 
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2.8% chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 97.2% chance of a 
nonrandom relationship.  Accordingly, the null hypothesis of independence is rejected, 
and the research hypothesis of a relationship is retained.  Results from this test are shown 
in Table 17. 
 
Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was utilized in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between flag type and presence of wolf tail moccasins. Cramer’s 
V is very weak for this test at a .198. Results from this test are shown in Table 17. 
Table 17: Flag and Wolf tail Statistics 
Variables Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Flag vs Wolf tail 
Moccasin 29.821 17 0.028 0.198 0.028   
 
 
 
 
Test 10: Flag Type and Marginal Fringe Type 
X² Significance 
 This test was conducted to examine the possibility of a relationship between flag 
type and marginal fringe type.  The chi-square score for this test is 438.324 with 102 
degrees of freedom; the actual chi-square score is very significant at P < .001. Therefore 
the null hypothesis of independence is rejected, and the research hypothesis of a 
relationship is retained.  In other words, there is a .1% chance that this relationship 
occurred by chance, and a 99.9% chance of a nonrandom relationship.  Results from this 
test are shown in Table 18. 
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Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was utilized in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between flag type and marginal fringe type. Cramer’s V for this 
test is slightly moderate at .31. Results from this test are shown in Table 18. 
Table 18: Flag and Marginal Fringe Statistics 
Variables Tested X² df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Flag vs Marginal 
Fringe 438.324 102 < .001 0.31 < .001   
 
 
Test 11: Weapon Type and Wolf Tail Moccasin 
X² Significance 
This test was conducted to examine the possibility of a relationship between 
weapon type and wolf tail moccasin presence.  The chi-square score is 27.543 with 16 
degrees of freedom. The actual chi-square score P=.036, which means there is less than a 
3.6% chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 96.4% chance of a 
nonrandom relationship. Therefore the null hypothesis of independence is rejected, and 
the research hypothesis of a relationship is retained.  Results from this test are shown in 
Table 19. 
 
Cramer’s V 
 Cramer’s V was used in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between weapon type and wolf tail moccasin presence. Cramer’s 
V for this test is very weak at .19. Results from this test are shown in Table 19. 
Table 19: Weapon and Wolf tail Moccasins Statistics 
Variables Tested X² Df 
 
Significance 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
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of x² 
Weapon vs Wolf tail 
Moccasin 27.543 16 0.036 0.19 0.036   
 
Tests 12: Weapon Type and Marginal Fringe 
X² Significance 
This test was conducted to examine the possibility of a relationship between 
weapon type and marginal fringe type.  The chi-square score for this test is 156.416 with 
96 degrees of freedom; the chi-square score is very significant at P < .001.  In other 
words, there is a .1% chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.9% 
chance of a nonrandom relationship. Therefore the null hypothesis of independence is 
rejected, and the research hypothesis of a relationship is retained. Results from this test 
are shown in Table 20. 
 
Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was conducted in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between weapon type and marginal fringe type. Cramer’s V for 
this test is very weak at .185. Results from this test are shown in Table 20. 
Table 20: Weapon and Marginal Fringe Statistics 
Variables Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Weapon vs Marginal 
Fringe  156.416 96 < .001 0.185 < .001   
 
 
 
Wolf Headdresses-Tests 13 & 14 
 Wolf headdresses were analyzed to see if the variation between 
the masks conveys a relationship certain to shield  
Figure 31: Various Types 
of Wolf Headdress  
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or bustle types.  These are coded as wolf headdress with ears, wolf headdress with no ears, 
wolf headdress with crossbar on nose, and wolf headdress with ballnose and long hair. 
Tests were then undertaken with the differing wolf headdresses coded separately and with 
all coded as one ‘wolf” headdress.  It seems that the relationship and associations of these 
headdresses are only significant when coded as a single headdress. 
Observed and expected frequency charts for both types  of tests can be 
found in Appendix C. 
 
 
Test 13: Wolf Headdresses and Shield Type 
X² Significance 
This test was conducted to examine the possibility of a relationship between the 
wolf headdresses and shield type. The chi-square score for this test is 3667.365 with 
2,945 degrees of freedom; the chi-square score is very significant at P < .001.  In other 
words, there is a .1% chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.9% 
chance of a nonrandom relationship. Therefore the null hypothesis of independence is 
rejected, and the research hypothesis of a relationship is retained. Results from this test 
are shown in Table 21.  Examination of the observed and expected frequencies will 
reveal if separate coding of the wolf headdresses makes a difference or not. 
Table 21: Wolf Headdress and Shield Statistics 
Variables Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Wolf Headdresses vs 
Shield 3667.365 2945 < .001 0.395 < .001   
 
 
Figure 32: 
Wolf 
Headdress  
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Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was conducted in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between type of wolf headdress and shield type. Cramer’s V for 
this test is slightly moderate at .395. Results from this test are shown in table 21. 
 
Observed and Expected Frequencies 
Charts of observed and expected frequencies of this test can be found in Appendix 
C.  Upon analysis of the expected and observed frequencies, the separate wolf 
headdresses make no difference, but coded together the wolf headdress is most 
commonly depicted with a cross patée shield type, splitfield horizontal shield type, and a 
thick center cross shield type. A wolf headdress on non decorated shields was avoided. 
This is summarized in Table 22.  
Table 22 : Shield Type and Lumped Wolf Headdress Observed and Expected Frequencies. 
Shield Type Wolf Headdress Observed  Expected Preferred or Avoided 
Cross patée 9 > 5.3 Preferred  
Splitfield Horizontal  8 > 5.1 Preferred 
Splitfield Horizontal with Lower 
Eyes 4 > 1.5 Preferred 
Thick Center Cross 3 > 5.2 Preferred 
No Design 7 < 16 Preferred 
 
Test 14 Wolf Headdresses and Bustle Type 
X² Significance 
This test was conducted to examine the possibility of a relationship between the 
wolf headdresses and bustle type.  The chi-square score for this test is 421.528 with 310 
degrees of freedom; the actual chi-square score is very significant at P < .001. In other 
words, there is a .1% chance that this relationship occurred by chance, and a 99.9% 
chance of a nonrandom relationship. Therefore the null hypothesis of independence is 
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rejected, and the research hypothesis of a relationship is retained.  Results from this test 
are shown in Table 23. Examination of the observed and expected frequencies does 
reveal that separate coding of the wolf headdresses makes a difference. 
Table 23: Wolf Headdress and Bustle Statistics 
Variables Tested x² Df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V Significance of Cramer's V 
Wolf Headdresses vs 
Bustle 421.528 310 < .001 0.236 < .001   
 
Cramer’s V  
 Cramer’s V was conducted in order to indicate the strength of the statistically 
significant relationship between wolf headdress type and bustle type. Cramer’s V is 
slightly moderate for this test is .236. Results from this test are shown in Table 23. 
 
Observed and Expected Frequencies 
 Charts of observed and expected frequencies of this test can be found in Appendix 
C.  Upon analysis of the expected and observed frequencies, separate wolf headdresses 
do make a slight difference.  Wolf headdresses with ears are most preferred to be 
depicted with either a two sided bustle or an animal (possibly otter) medicine bustle. This 
is summarized in Table 24.When the wolf headdresses are coded together under one 
variable, they are all coded under wolf headdress with ears; however this test was 
conducted with separate headdresses. Table 25 reveals observed and expected 
frequencies of the combined wolf headdresses. Observed and expected charts from these 
tests can be found in Appendix C. 
 Table 24: Combined Wolf Headdress and bustle observed and expected frequencies 
Bustle 
Type 
Wolf Headdress with 
ears Observed  Expected Preferred or Avoided 
Absent  22 < 25.3 Avoided 
Two  7 > 5.2 Preferred  
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Sided 
Animal Medicine Bundle 3 > 0.3 Preferred  
 
Table 25 : Separate Wolf Headdress and bustle observed and expected frequencies 
Bustle 
Type 
Wolf 
Headdress Observed  Expected Preferred or Avoided 
Two Sided 21 > 16.3 Preferred  
 
Conclusions and Implications of Results 
 Significant test results were presented in this chapter. Twenty nine 
crosstabulations were tested for statistically significant relationships. Of those twenty 
nine tests, fourteen tests are substantiated to have relationships between the variables 
analyzed. In other words, 58% of the tests yielded statistically relevant relationships. 
Fifteen tests revealed non significant relationships, and therefore, the variables are 
independent of one another. Tables representing the significant tests and non significant 
tests can be found in Appendix B.   
 Of the fourteen significant tests, three were chosen via Cramer’s V and 
integer/percentage difference to be examined for preferred and avoided relationships.  
This was not done in an attempt to assign the prehistoric relationships depicted to 
historically known tribes; for example, to assign a shield and flag as associated regalia to 
the Chief Society of the Sioux, but to concentrate on the more strongly associated 
variables and what they might reveal about prehistoric plains individual or collective 
identity. 
 
Implications 
I believe the statistical relationships with the strongest association are conveying a 
collective warrior society expression of identity.  This is supported by the fact that shield 
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designs are normally not repeated in the rock art, but at Bear Gulch certain shield designs 
are repeated many times, perhaps indicating soldiers of a warrior society depicting their 
regalia. Three of the five tests selected for strength of association discussion are 
concerned with shields.  Of these three, the other elements tested other than shield are 
bustle, flag and facepaint. We know from the ethnographic literature that flags were 
predominantly used for military society emblems (Lowie 1935), and to a lesser extent use 
of facepaint was noted in some societies (Wissler 1912a).  These ethnographic 
observations are reproduced in the rock art.  For example, the vertical lined shield type 
accounts for 9.5% of the shield database and has a statistically significant relationship to 
a spade flag, a two sided bustle, and is normally lacking face paint. These elements, a 
vertical lined shield, spade flag, and two sided bustle must have been a distinctive 
identity within the prehistoric society.  The cross patée shield type makes up 5% of the 
shield type database, and is preferred to be depicted without a bustle but with an oval flag. 
Other shields statistically associated with the oval flag are the cross design(s) and spilt 
field horizontal design(s). Therefore, cross designs and spilt field horizontal designs with 
a two sided bustle signaled a collective identity within the prehistoric 
society.   
Wolf headdresses were also examined for preferred or avoided 
relationships to shields and bustles. This was done to see if the 
 variation of wolf headdresses (see  
Figures 31 and 32) was associated with other 
 elements. In the analyses of observed versus expected frequencies of the wolf headdress 
to shield, separate wolf headdresses made no difference. The cross patée shield type has a 
Figure 33: Incised shield bearing warrior 
 from Bear Gulch with cross shield  
design and wolf headdress with crossbar on nose. 
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relationship to the wolf headdress.  Interestingly when a wolf headdress is placed on a 
warrior with a cross patée shield, a two sided bustle 
or animal medicine bundle it becomes a statistically 
relevant element.  Thus a wolf headdress, cross patée 
shield, and a two sided or animal bustle indicate a 
different identity than a cross patée shield with oval 
flag.  Perhaps these elements communicated differing 
levels of warrior status within a military group, or on 
an individual level. For many tribes among the Plains, 
the wolf signaled the collective identity of scout                                                         
(Combe 1991; Kroeber 1908:190; Lowie1935:220). Assuming the historic observations 
are unchanged from prehistory, this shield-and-bustle-type-to-wolf-headdress variation 
may be reflective of difference in hierarchical structure to the military society of scout.  
 Many studies could be published from the statistical testing of this database; 
however, for my research the relationships support my overall 
model of Bear Gulch being a sacred place of power where 
warriors went to gain and reproduce their identities 
within the rock art.  If Bear Gulch was a sacred place that 
played a critical role on the prehistoric landscape, we would 
expect to find relationships among the dominate elements 
conveying warrior identity. As stated, 58% of tests run                             
j                                             yielded statistically significant relationships. These sets of                            
related elements are non-verbal communication systems, and “do not have meaning as 
Figure 35: Incised shield 
bearing warrior from Bear 
Gulch with cross shield design 
and wolf headdress.  
Figure 34: Incised shield bearing warrior 
from Bear Gulch with cross shield design, 
wolf headdress with crossbar on nose, oval 
ceremonial flag, and animal (possibly 
otter) medicine bundle.  
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isolates but only as members of sets.  A sign or symbol only acquires meaning when it is 
discriminated from some other contrary sign or symbol” (Leach 1976:49). These 
relationships and associations reflect on identity as they are the constitutive parts that 
make up the whole of the shield bearing warrior. It is these parts that constituted an 
individual warrior medicine bundle or military warrior group regalia.  The relationships 
within the rock art convey the prehistoric identities and these types of relationships were 
similarly observed by ethnographers studying historic tribes. Hence, Bear Gulch and the 
socio-cultural significance of the events that took place there served to formulate a sense 
of identity within the prehistoric society.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 36: Incised shield bearing warrior from Bear 
Gulch with cross shield design, wolf headdress with 
crossbar on nose, oval ceremonial flag, wolf tail 
moccasins, and a very long two sided bustle.  
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CHAPTER 5 Concluding Remarks 
 
 Overall, the statistical testing of the shield bearing warrior database yielded 
significant relationships.  These relationships convey the social identities within the 
society that produced the prehistoric rock art. The warrior motifs at Bear Gulch played 
significant roles in establishing warrior identity and in the continuance of religious and 
social ideals.  These roles are cognitive representations of social structure and are directly 
related to the structure of the cultural landscape. Statistical relationships between the 
elements that make up the shield bearing warrior prove that Bear Gulch served as an ‘on 
switch’ for warrior identity, which, in turn, personalized the landscape as a place of 
power. Since there are statistically significant relationships between the elements that 
make up the shield bearing warrior, we can assume these relationships convey prehistoric 
identity.  Accordingly, with the largest shield bearing warrior concentration on the 
Northern Plains, complete with statistical relationships inherent in the rock art, we can 
confidentially assert Bear Gulch was a locus of warrior power on the prehistoric 
landscape.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 37: Row of painted shield bearing warriors from Bear Gulch.  From the 
left is a cross shield type with two feather headdress, ceremonial flag and 
weapon, next is a teeth shield type with two feather headdress and one spike 
mace weapon, next is spilt vertical shield with a wolf headdress with roach and 
crossbar on nose and one spike mace weapon, and to the farthest right is a 
circular shield with wolf headdress with roach and crossbar on nose, and an one 
spike mace. 
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Identities at Bear Gulch 
 I believe that both collective warrior identities and individual identities are within 
the data. However I assert that collective military identities are dominant at Bear Gulch.  
For example, we know that shield types were indicative of society membership, and we 
know that repetitive shields in rock art are uncommon except at Bear Gulch.  Therefore I 
assume that shields repeated several times in the rock art are representations of 
communal military society shields. Also flags are relatively unknown in the rock art 
outside of Bear Gulch, but within the Bear Gulch database they are common and have 
statistical relationships to shield types. Shields, flags, bustles, and facepaint have the 
strongest association. Assuming that historical observations of the Plains Indians are 
rooted in prehistory, these items are associated regalia reproduced in the rock art and are 
expressing prehistoric military society membership.  
 Status differentiation is also within the database from Bear Gulch.  This is 
conveyed in the relationship between cross patée shield type, oval flag type, wolf 
headdress, and two sided or animal bustle. There is a relationship between cross shield 
type to oval flag, and when a wolf headdress is placed on this shield type, a two sided or 
animal bustle becomes statistically relevant. It is known that the wolf “imagery and war 
customs [had] general diffusion on the Plains” (Comba 1991:41). As stated in the 
previous chapter, the wolf signaled scout, and the statistical relationships between the 
wolf headdress, cross patée shield, oval flag and bustle is reflective of a military 
hierarchy, and subsequently a reproduction collective military identity.  
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 As for personal identity through individual guardian spirit insignia, this is 
probably retained in the significant relationships but have weak Cramer’s V association.  
Perhaps the identities are more fluid or underrepresented in the data compared to 
collective military identity. Or conceivably their relationships are diminished by other 
combinations with stochastic elements conveying multiple layers of status. Another 
possibly is that this reflects an ever evolving decorative expression of status.   
  
Bear Gulch as a Sacred Place on the Landscape 
 The massive amount of rock art at Bear Gulch reflects the “signing of the land 
and the shaping of human experience” (Tacon 2004:12). This human experience is 
cogitative of prehistoric people’s complex spiritual and symbolic life. As stated in 
Chapter 3, in order for a place on the landscape to be considered sacred three things are 
needed: it must be a place where spiritual knowledge is taught and rituals performed, 
common significant actions or events must take place there, and the manifestation of 
spiritual beings or natural forces have been noted to live there (Arsenault 2004: 74). The 
large shield bearing warrior database present at Bear Gulch compared to other sites and 
the statistically significant relationships within that database suggest this place as a very 
sacred place of power for the prehistoric Plains people. Spiritual knowledge of religion, 
life, and identities was produced and reproduced in the art. This would have been a 
significant event for warriors among the society, and this area would have been sought 
out as a place of power. This serves to familiarize the landscape with personal and 
collective memories that not only formulate identities within the society but assure the 
continuation of the religious and social traditions. These are ways in which Bear Gulch 
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was imbued with sacred power on the landscape and generated meaning within the 
prehistoric topography. 
The rock art at Bear Gulch suggests that individual social isolation was probably 
not a factor in the production of the art. This site was probably visited by groups of 
warriors seeking identity and power through “relationships to places that are lived most 
often in the company of other people” in communal occasions such as military group 
initiation (Basso 1996: 109). Sensing the places of power together as a society is a form 
of cultural activity, and this is produced in the relationships of the depicted figures of the 
rock art. Within these relationships the archaeologist is able to seek expressions of 
cultural stories, prayer, identities and recurrent forms of religious rituals.  
 
 
Statistics and Rock Art 
 Rock art studies without quantitative methods generally are considered subjective 
and nonscientific.  When statistical methods are employed while researching rock art our 
findings become more defensible because of the solid mathematical evidence; “statistics 
offer a means of presenting evidence to back up interpretations of rock art” (Tratebas 
1995:1). Without using statistical methods in my thesis, my hypothesis would have 
remained unsubstantiated. Moreover, relationships discovered through SPSS would never 
been observable to the naked eye. Statistics can identify basic patterns within the 
database and endow them with objectivity.  This in turn increases the acceptance of rock 
art studies within archaeology.  
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Contributions to Anthropology and Archaeology 
 This thesis contributes to anthropology as it reveals how styles of material culture 
sets can be used both to indicate identity and attach meaning to places of power on the 
landscape. The visual representation of warriors communicates a culturally codified 
identity based on the structures within the society. Also the large concentration of rock 
art at Bear Gulch provides information on the role it played on the cultural landscape, 
how it was structured within the cosmology and used to pass on religious traditions. Bear 
Gulch was consciously sought out by the prehistoric warriors to draw their medicine, 
their powers, and their idea of themselves on the rock face. Therefore, it was a place 
which invoked thinking, feeling, and the emotion of being a powerful warrior charged 
with spiritual superiority.  The Bear Gulch style of shield bearing warriors is very 
peculiar to place. The relationships communicating identities at this site are reflective of 
prehistoric cognitive processes.  These are the same cognitive processes which were 
occurring when the societies left all facets of the archaeological record, whether it was 
while seeking war medicine, on the war path, erecting tipis, or planning a communal 
buffalo hunt.  
 To gain a holistic reconstruction of the archaeological record, religion, art, and 
identity must be considered.  Subsistence and environmental adaptations to technology 
are very important, but for many of the historic tribes even those activities were imbued 
with religion and cosmology. Our own society, as well does not simply define ourselves 
by what we eat or how we protect ourselves from the elements.  We define ourselves by 
our identity within our society, how we see ourselves and how others see us.  This is the 
same for historic Indians and most certainly for prehistoric populations. Ethnographic 
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observations detail how historic Indians would partake in a vision quest in order to gain 
spiritual powers and this would be manifested in a medicine bundle. We know that 
historic Indians were recognized by others in their society by which bundle they carried, 
which was suggestive of their guardian spirit. Ethnographies also detail associated regalia 
indicative of warrior group membership.  It is known that informants who detailed the 
decorative expressions recognized these memberships. These historic observations of 
warrior medicine bundles and warrior military vestures are produced in the rock art, and 
statistical testing for relationships between the elements proves this. Therefore we know 
that these ideas of identity through styles of material culture sets are rooted in prehistory, 
just as the cognitive process that inspired, created, and maintained them.  
 
Conclusion 
Bear Gulch supports the most warrior rock art known on the Northern Plains, and 
the most elaborate depictions of warrior material culture. Through statistical testing, 
relationships among the elements support the idea that it served as a place where warrior 
power was manifested, warrior identities were formed and reproduced, and where social 
action occurred. Also through this statistical testing, collective and individual identities 
were discussed and status differences were revealed.  Rock art studies for many decades 
have been considered a subjective study, but with the use of quantitative methods we can 
substantiate our humanistic interpretations.  I hope that this thesis can produce a useful 
methodology for future rock art studies. I feel as though the results of the tests have 
raised more questions about warrior identity than they answered and as stated in Chapter 
4, many research inquiries and discoveries are awaiting the researcher in the Bear Gulch 
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shield bearing warrior style of rock art.  However, my research indicates that the 
relationships present in the database are not only indicative of warrior identity but are  
tangible proof that Bear Gulch was a sacred place on the prehistoric landscape where 
spiritual power was sought.    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38: Painted and inside shield bearing warriors from Bear Gulch.  From the 
left: a warrior with vertical lined shield type, sun headdress, ceremonial flag and 
two sided bustle.  Above that warrior is one with a circular shield type, eared 
headdress, and two sided bustle.  Next to that warrior is a cross shield type with 
wolf headdress, ceremonial flag, wolf tail moccasins, and a two sided bustle.  To the 
right is another circular shield with roach headdress, two spike mace, wolf tail 
moccasins and two sided bustle. The next warrior bears a cross shield type with 
roach headdress.  Below him warriors with miscellaneous lines shield type, roach 
headdress, one spike mace is to the left, a war club to the right, and two sided 
bustle.  The next warrior’s shield type is cross and he has a scalplock headdress, 
with a two sided bustle, and a bow.  The last shield bearing warrior has a split field 
vertical shield with a roach headdress, and a ceremonial flag.  
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APPENDIX A: IMAGES AND SPSS CODES 
Shields 
 
 
Shield type #1 iron cross 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #2 iron cross with extra lines to be included with shield type 
1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #3 cross 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #4 cross with lines, to be included with shield type 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #5 spilt field horizontal top pigmented 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Shield type #6 split field vertical with three to four ‘teeth’ 
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   Shield type #7 split field vertical with pigment on right half of shield 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #8 split field vertical with pigment on the right half of the 
shield.  To be included in shield type #7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #9 hand of God depicted on shield 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #10 horizontal bands design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #11 pumpkin man design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #12 concentric circles 
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Shield type #13 split field horizontal with upper eyes 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #14 anthropomorph on shield 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #15 miscellaneous vertical lines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #16 bottom circle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #17 thin central cross. To be included with shield type #3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #18 thick center dividing lines 
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Shield type #19 plain, no design on shield 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #20 hatch mark insignia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #21 spilt center with image on bottom half of shield 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #22 spilt field horizontal wavy line with image on bottom 
half of shield 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #23 yin yang split 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #24 spread out diagonal lines  
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Shield type #25 bottom eyes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #26 side line right 
 
 
 
 
 
 Shield type #27 bottom v with top ripple marks 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Shield type #28 solid vertical lines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #29 branches 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #30 top lines descending  
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Shield type #31 spit field horizontal with accompanying semicircle on 
top, and a dot on the bottom 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #32 bulls eye with lines radiating out  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #33 miscellaneous lines  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #34 bottom ripples 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #35 included with shield type #31 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 Shield type #36 side line right 
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Shield type #37 middle circle filled in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #38 thick center dividing lines with side circles.  
Coded in with shield type #18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #39 spilt field horizontal tapering lines descending  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #40 vertical wavy lines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #41 variant of three horizontal bands to be included 
with shield type 10 
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Shield type #42 parenthesis design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #43 random scratches 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #44 Bear coming out motif 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #45 bird insignia.  The shield category also entails 
shields with a bird holding a scalp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #46 side ‘x’ with accompanying cross 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Shield type #47 marginal semi circles with small upper circle 
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Shield type #48 split field horizontal with descending bulls eye tassels 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #49 two tassles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #50 split field horizontal ‘horse bit’ with accompanying 
tassels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #51 top tick with two lower side ticks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #52 three upwards 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #53 upside down animal head on shield 
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Shield type #54 animal head insignia. To be included with shield type 
53 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #55 small circle encompassing a cross 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #56 split field horizontal lines with upper semi circle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #57 hour glass lines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #58 wavy line right, to be included with shield type 26 
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Shield type #59 middle tassel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #60 broken peace sign 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #61 is designated ‘too obliterated’ to decipher the decoration and place it in a 
category.   
 
 
 
 
Shield type #62 split field horizontal with accompanying four ticks  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #63 bear paw insignia 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #64 solid paint with scratches present  
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Shield type #65 nuclear sign 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #66 thick middle V with diagonal lines 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
Shield type #67 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #68 split field vertical wavy line 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #69 three circles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #70 solid straight side lines and half lines 
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Shield type #71 vertical wavy lines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #72 animal on shield.  This type designates any animal, 
except a bird, present on a shield 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Shield type #73 spilt field horizontal with tassel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #74 spilt field vertical with consistent diagonal lines 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #75 upper middle tic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #76 cross hatch with middle tic.  
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Shield type #77 parenthesis type with open bottom 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #78 triangle with ears 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #79 split field horizontal with upper and lower semi 
circles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #80 thick center dividing lines with accompanying lines. 
To be coded with shield type #18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #81 inverted teeth to be coded with #6 
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Shield type #82 split field vertical with chevrons 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #83 lower spilt circle with accompanying semi 
circle 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Shield type #84 bull’s-eye with upward tassel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Shield type #85 descending tassel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Shield type #86 far side line with accompanying mid line 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Shield type #87 hour glass with middle missing. To be included 
with 57 
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Shield type #88 lower square 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  Shield type #89 two side lines with semi circle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Shield type #90 top lines descending down to the middle of the 
shield 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #91 two lines and a sun 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #92 one string line top to mid shield 
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Shield type #93 bullesyes with upper tassel, side lines, and a 
lower horizontal squiggle 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Shield type #94 half moon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #95 spilt field vertical into split field horizontal with 
marginal images 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Shield type #96 double spilt field horizontal  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Shield type #97 human like face 
 
 
.  
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Shield type #98 split field vertical with thick outer lines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #99 fully lines except far side.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type # 100 two parentheses 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #101 two stars 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shield type #102 three top blocks 
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Headdresses  
  
 
Headdress #1 coded as roach.  If hair angles to the right, as shown, 
headdress is coded as ‘looking left’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #2 coded as roach with scalplock 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #3 coded as roach diagonal.  Coded as roach diagonal 
only if hair extended past shield.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #4 coded as roach straight up bonnet.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                      
Headdress #5 coded as sun bonnet.  Coded sun bonnet                                               
hair is depicted as radiating all around the scalp.  
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Headdress #6 coded as no head-roach-bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #7 coded as bear ears 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #8 coded as bear-ears-no-head 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #9 coded as wolf mask 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #10 coded as wolf mask with no ears 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #11 coded as wolf-mask-with-cross-bars 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #12 coded as top cross 
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Headdress #13 coded as buffalo horns 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #14 coded as scalplock bonnet.  If scalplock is pointing 
to the right, as shown, headdress was coded as ‘looking left’  
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #15 coded as two lines no head bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #16 coded as two lines with accompanying waves bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #17 coded as two-spike bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #18 coded as single line straight up bonnet 
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Headdress #19 coded as single feather 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #20 coded as bug-ear bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #21 coded as miscellaneous-ears bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #22 coded as 2 feathers no head bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #23 coded as crook-top-hat 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #24 coded as stand-up-ears-bonnet.  If ears are pointing to 
the right, as shown, coded as ‘looking right’.  
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Headdress #25 coded as tassel bonnet.  If tassle is trending left, as 
shown, headdress is coded as ‘looking right’.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #26 coded as horns-with-hair.  If hair is pointing back to 
the left, as shown, headdress is coded as ‘looking right’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #27 coded as roach-straight-up-with-hairnet-bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #28 coded as double-ear-bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #29 coded as double scalp lock. If double scalp lock is 
trending right, as shown, headdress is coded as ‘looking left’.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #30 coded as 3 feathers bonnet. If feathers are on right 
side of head, as shown, headdress is coded as ‘looking left’.  
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Headdress #31 coded as two feathers bonnet. If 2 feathers are located 
on right side of warrior’s head, as shown, headdress is coded as 
‘looking left’.  
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #32 coded as comb headdress 
 
 
 
 
                                            
 
Headdress #33 coded as leaf-head-bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #34 coded as horn bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #35 coded as wolf-headdress-with-ball-nose 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #36 coded as ‘bird’ beak 
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Headdress #37 coded as deer mask 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #38 coded as antenna bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #39 coded a animal skin bonnet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #40  coded as eared scaplock with tassel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #41 coded a three-leaf with straight scalplock 
 
 
 
Headdress #42 coded as side tassel bonnet 
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Headdress #43 coded as pope hat bonnet 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #44 coded as hairy snout.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #45 coded as layered hat with thick scalplock 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #46 coded as double ears with scalplock 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headdress #47 coded as branch head 
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Marginal Fringe 
 
 
 
         Marginal fringe #1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Marginal fringe #2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Marginal fringe #3 
 
 
 
 
                
 
    Marginal fringe #4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Marginal fringe #5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Marginal Fringe #6 
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Weapons  
 
 
 
Weapon type 1: bow spear 
 
 
 
 
 
Weapon type 2: bow 
 
 
 
 
Weapon type 3: bow and arrow 
 
 
 
 
Weapon type 4: triangular spear 
 
 
 
 
 
Weapon type 5: lozenge-shaped spear 
 
 
 
 
Weapon 6: lance1 
 
 
 
 
Weapon 7: war club 
 
                                                 
1 The difference between a lance and spear is that a spear head is meant to separate from the shaft.  A lance, 
on the other hand, is meant to retain the defensive sharpened object at the end of the shaft.  Obviously this 
can not be discerned in the Ceremonial rock art.  Therefore, if a weapon is depicted with a triangular or 
lozenge shaped spearhead, it is considered to be a spear.  A line is categorized and coded as lance. 
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Weapon 8: one spike mace 
 
 
 
 
 
Weapon 9: two spike mace 
 
 
 
Weapon 10: lance with cross bar 
 
 
 
 
Weapon 11: tassel weapon 
 
 
 
 
Weapon 12: oval stone spear 
 
 
 
Weapon 13: possible quiver slung over shoulder 
 
 
 
Weapon 14: unidentifiable 
 
 
 
Weapon 15: spear with outreaching spikes 
 
 
 
 
Weapon 16: coupstick 
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Flags  
 
 
Flag type #1triangular flag.  Triangle may also be softer point at the bottom.   
 
 
 
 
 
Flag type #2 oval and lozenge shape flags 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Flag type #3 leaf shaped 
 
 
 
 
 
Flag type #4 u-shaped flag 
 
 
 
             
 Flag type #6 
 
 
 
 
 
  Flag type #7  
 
 
 
 
 Flag type #8 lined flag 
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  Flag type #9 
 
 
 
 
 Flag type #10 
 
 
 
 
 
Flag type #11 diamond flag 
 
 
 
 
 
Flag type #12 
 
 
 
 
 
  Flag type #13 
 
 
 
 
                  
                     Flag type #14 
 
 
 
 
 
              Flag #15 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Flag #16 
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Bustles  
 
 
 
 
 
              Bustle type #1, coded as a 2 sided bustle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  Bustle type #2, coded as 1 sided bustle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Bustle #3, coded as straight bustle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bustle #4 coded as animal bustle.  This is coded as animal as 
the animals legs and ears are observable 
 
 
 
 
Bustle #6 is coded as ‘abraded bustle’ and is depicted in the rock art as a rubbed off area 
behind and aside the shield bearing warrior.  
 
 
 
 
          Bustle # 7 coded as lined bustle 
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       Bustle #8 coded as tassel bustle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Bustle #9 coded as lined rectangle bustle 
 
 
 
 
 
    Bustle #10 coded as feathered spear bustle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Face Paint 
 
Within the sample, paint is represented on some of the shield bear warrior’s faces.  
This could possibly be signifying warrior society membership, or possibly a shield bearer 
requirement for carrying a certain type of shield. Face paint is coded as either yes or no in 
the database.  
 
       
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Types of face paint  
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Legs 
 
Legs were coded for shape to see if leg shape is correlated with certain shield type. 
Feet were coded for either facing ‘left’ or ‘right’.  
 
 
 
Leg type #1 coded for line legs 
 
 
 
 
 
Leg type #2 coded for V-legs 
 
 
 
 
 
Leg type #3 coded for rectangle legs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leg type #4 coded for bent legs 
 
 
 
 
 
Leg type # 7 coded for lower circular present 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leg type #8 coded for upper circular lines 
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Wolf tail moccasins  
 
 Wolf tail moccasins were worn to show prestige in warrior prowess.  These are 
coded as either present or not present.  
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APPENDIX B SIGNIFICANT AND NON SIGNIFICANT TESTS 
 
Table Appendix B 1: Significant tests 
   
Variables Tested x² df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V 
Significance 
of Cramer's 
V 
Shield vs Bustle 1739.321 950          < .001 0.479          < .001 
Shield vs Flag 2492.665 1615          < .001 0.44          < .001 
Shield vs Facepaint 123.978 95 0.025 0.404 0.025
Shield vs Headdress 3667.365 2945          < .001 0.395          < .001 
Headdress vs Bustle 421.528 310          < .001 0.236          < .001 
Headdress vs Facepaint 63.26 34 0.002 0.289 0.002
Headdress vs Weapon with 
crossbar 113.408 31          < .001 0.387          < .001 
Flag vs 2nd Weapon 240.071 153          < .001 0.187          < .001 
Flag vs Wolf tail Moccasin 29.821 17 0.028 0.198 0.028
Flag vs Marginal Fringe 438.324 102          < .001 0.31          < .001 
Weapon vs Wolf tail 
Moccasin 27.543 16 0.036 0.19 0.036
Weapon vs Marginal Fringe  156.416 96          < .001 0.185          < .001 
Wolf Headdresses vs Shield 3667.365 2945          < .001 0.395          < .001 
Wolf Headdresses vs Bustle 421.528 310          < .001 0.236          < .001 
 
Table Appendix B 2:Non-significant tests 
Variables Tested x² df 
Significance 
of x² 
Cramer's 
V 
Significance 
of Cramer's 
V 
Shield vs Weapon 1039.574 1520 1 0.293 1
Shield vs Wolf tail Moccasin 46.1666 95 1 0.247 1
Shield vs Weapon with crossbar 57.33 95 0.999 0.275 0.999
Headdress vs Flag 534.058 527 0.406 0.203 0.406
Headdress vs Weapon 535.824 496 0.105 0.21 0.105
Headdress vs Marginal Fringe 162.348 186 0.894 0.189 0.894
Headdress vs Wolf tail 
Moccasins 17.959 31 0.97 0.154 0.97
Headdress vs Flag with crossbar 36.005 31 0.244 0.218 0.244
Flag vs Bustle 85.78 790 1 0.106 1
Flag vs Facepaint 20.525 17 0.248 0.164 0.248
Weapon vs Bustle 99.87 160 1 0.115 1
Weapon vs Facepaint 5.535 16 0.992 0.085 0.992
Wolf Headdress vs Flag 534.058 527 0.406 0.203 0.406
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Wolf Headdress vs Weapon 535.824 496 0.105 0.21 0.105
Wolf Headdress vs Wolf tail 
Moccasins 24.049 34 0.897 0.178 0.897
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APPENDIX C OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCY CHARTS 
 
Shield and bustle observed and expected charts  
 shields * Bustle Crosstabulation 
 
Bustle Total 
    
abse
nt 
two_si
ded 
one
_sid
ed 
stra
ight
ani
mal 
otter
_me
dicin
e_b
ag 
abra
ded_
bustl
e 
lined
_bus
tle 
tap
ere
d_ 
spr
ead
_ou
t_lin
es 
oval_
with_f
eathe
rs 
abse
nt 
Count 33 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 39cross_patee 
Expected 
Count 29.9 6.1 .8 .8 .2 .3 .1 .3 .2 .2 .3 39.0
Count 72 15 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 92Cross 
Expected 
Count 70.5 14.4 1.9 1.8 .5 .7 .1 .6 .4 .4 .6 92.0
Count 29 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37split_field_horizontal_top 
Expected 
Count 28.4 5.8 .8 .7 .2 .3 .0 .2 .1 .1 .2 37.0
Count 29 9 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 41Teeth 
Expected 
Count 31.4 6.4 .9 .8 .2 .3 .1 .3 .2 .2 .3 41.0
Count 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6split_field_vertical_left 
Expected 
Count 4.6 .9 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.0
Count 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8split_field_vertical_right 
Expected 
Count 6.1 1.3 .2 .2 .0 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 8.0
shields 
hand_of_god Count 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
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Expected 
Count 6.9 1.4 .2 .2 .0 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 9.0
Count 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12Three_horizontal_bands 
Expected 
Count 9.2 1.9 .3 .2 .1 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 12.0
Count 12 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13pumpkin_man 
Expected 
Count 10.0 2.0 .3 .3 .1 .1 .0 .1 .1 .1 .1 13.0
Count 10 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15concentric_circles 
Expected 
Count 11.5 2.4 .3 .3 .1 .1 .0 .1 .1 .1 .1 15.0
Count 8 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 11split_field_horizontal_eyes 
Expected 
Count 8.4 1.7 .2 .2 .1 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 11.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2Anthropomorph 
Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8misc_vertical_lines 
Expected 
Count 6.1 1.3 .2 .2 .0 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 8.0
Count 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4bottom_circle 
Expected 
Count 3.1 .6 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4.0
Count 31 3 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 38thick_center_cross 
Expected 
Count 29.1 6.0 .8 .8 .2 .3 .1 .3 .2 .2 .3 38.0
Count 93 17 3 4 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 122no_design 
Expected 
Count 93.5 19.1 2.6 2.4 .6 1.0 .2 .8 .5 .5 .8 122.0
Count 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8cross_hatch 
Expected 
Count 6.1 1.3 .2 .2 .0 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 8.0
split_center_image_on_bott Count 21 7 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30
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om Expected 
Count 23.0 4.7 .6 .6 .2 .2 .0 .2 .1 .1 .2 30.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_field_vertical_wavy_lin
e Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1yin_yan 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 17 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 23spread_out_lines 
Expected 
Count 17.6 3.6 .5 .5 .1 .2 .0 .2 .1 .1 .2 23.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1bottom_eyes 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2side_line_right 
Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1bottom_v_with_top_ripple_
marks Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 41 22 4 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 72solid_vertical_lines 
Expected 
Count 55.2 11.3 1.5 1.4 .4 .6 .1 .5 .3 .3 .5 72.0
Count 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2branches 
Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2top_lines_descending 
Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11split_field_horizontal_with_
semicirlces_dots Expected 
Count 8.4 1.7 .2 .2 .1 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 11.0
bullseye_with_lines_radiati Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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ng_out Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 12 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 14misc_lines 
Expected 
Count 10.7 2.2 .3 .3 .1 .1 .0 .1 .1 .1 .1 14.0
Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1bottom_ripples 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_field_horizontal_botto
m_dot Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1side_line_right 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5middle_circle_filled_in 
Expected 
Count 3.8 .8 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 5.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2split_field_horizontal_taperi
ng_lines_descending Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3vertical_wavey lines 
Expected 
Count 2.3 .5 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0
Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2pepsi 
Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6parenthesis 
Expected 
Count 4.6 .9 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.0
Count 13 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15random_scratches 
Expected 
Count 11.5 2.4 .3 .3 .1 .1 .0 .1 .1 .1 .1 15.0
bear_coming_out Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
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Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6bird 
Expected 
Count 4.6 .9 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.0
Count 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3side_x_with_cross 
Expected 
Count 2.3 .5 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1soft_ball_with_circle 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_field_horiztonal_with_
decending_bullseye_tassle Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2two_tassles 
Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_field_horizontal_horse
_bit Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1top_tick_with_two_lower_si
de_ticks Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3three_upwards 
Expected 
Count 2.3 .5 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0
Count 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1up_side_down_head 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2animal_head_on_shield 
Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
small_circle_with_cross Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_Field_horiztonal_lines
_with_upper_ Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3hour_glass_lines 
Expected 
Count 2.3 .5 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0
Count 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3middle_tassel 
Expected 
Count 2.3 .5 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0
Count 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2inverted_peace_sign 
Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10too_obliterated 
Expected 
Count 7.7 1.6 .2 .2 .1 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 10.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_field_horizontal_with_f
our_ticks Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1bear_paws 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2solid_paint_with_scratches
_over Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1nuclear_Sign 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1middle_lines_with_crossing
_side_lines Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
split_Field_vertical_wavey_ Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
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line Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1three_circles 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1side_lines_full_other_side_l
ines_half Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1vertical_wavey 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 6 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8animal_on_shield 
Expected 
Count 6.1 1.3 .2 .2 .0 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .1 8.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_Field_horizontal_with_
tassle Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2upper_middle_tic 
Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1cross_hatch_with_middle_c
ircle Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1spaced_open_parenthesis 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1triangle_with_ears 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_field_horizontal_with_
upper_and_lower_semi_cir
cles 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
middle_vertical_thick_lines Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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_with_lines_on Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1inverted_teeth 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_field_vertical_chevero
n Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1lower semi-
circle_with_side_circle Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1bullseye_with_upward_tass
el Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1decending_tassel 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1far_side_lined_with_accom
panying_mid_line Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1hourglass_with_middle_mis
sing Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1lower_square 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1two_side_lines_with_semi_
circle_on_other Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1top_lines_descending_dow
n_to_middle_of_shield Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
two_lines_and_a_sun Count 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2one_straight_line_top_to_
mid_shield Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1bullseye_with_upper_tassle
_side_lines_lower_horizont
al_squig 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1half_moon 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_field_vertical_into_spli
t_field_horizontal_marginal
_ 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1double_split_field_horizont
al Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1strange_human_face 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1split_field_vertical_with_thi
ck_outer_lines Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2fully_lined_except_far_side 
Expected 
Count 1.5 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0
Count 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3two_facing_semi_circles 
Expected 
Count 2.3 .5 .1 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1Middle_L 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
two_stars Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1three_top_tics 
Expected 
Count .8 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 582 119 16 15 4 6 1 5 3 3 5 759Total 
Expected 
Count 
582.
0 119.0
16.
0
15.
0 4.0 6.0 1.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 759.0
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Shield and Flag Observed and Expected Frequencies  
 
 
 shields * Flags Crosstabulation 
 
    Flags Total 
    
abs
ent 
triangl
uar_s
pear 
ov
al 
leaf
_sh
ape
d 
u_sh
aped 
spa
de 
triangle
_with_c
ircle_o
n_top 
ret
an
gl
e 
lin
es 
figur
e_ei
ght 
side_
key 
diam
ond 
two_sid
ed_mac
e_shape
half
_tria
ngle 
triangl
uar_wi
th_top
_circle
quill
_loo
king 
oval
_wit
h_ea
rs 
pa
dd
le  
shield cross_pate
e 
Count 28 2 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
29.1 1.6 5.7 .7 .3 .5 .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 39.0 
  cross Count 66 2 18 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 92 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
68.7 3.9 13.3 1.7 .6 1.2 .2 .1 .6 .1 .1 .1 .1 .2 .1 .2 .2 .2 92.0 
  split_field_
horizontal_
top 
Count 
24 1 8 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 37 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
27.6 1.6 5.4 .7 .2 .5 .1 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 .0 .1 .1 .1 37.0 
  teeth Count 29 1 4 4 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
30.6 1.7 5.9 .8 .3 .5 .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 41.0 
  split_field_
vertical_lef
t 
Count 
4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
    Expec
ted 4.5 .3 .9 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.0 
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Count 
  split_field_
vertical_rig
ht 
Count 
5 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
6.0 .3 1.2 .1 .1 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 8.0 
  hand_of_g
od 
Count 6 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
6.7 .4 1.3 .2 .1 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 9.0 
  Three_ban
ds_horizon
tal 
Count 
9 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 12 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
9.0 .5 1.7 .2 .1 .2 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 12.0 
  pumpkin_
man 
Count 10 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
9.7 .5 1.9 .2 .1 .2 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 13.0 
  concentric
_circles 
Count 11 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
11.2 .6 2.2 .3 .1 .2 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 15.0 
  split_field_
horizontal_
eyes 
Count 
5 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
8.2 .5 1.6 .2 .1 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 11.0 
  anthropom
orph 
Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
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  misc_verti
cal_lines 
Count 7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
6.0 .3 1.2 .1 .1 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 8.0 
  bottom_cir
cle 
Count 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
3.0 .2 .6 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 4.0 
  thick_cent
er_cross 
Count 29 1 7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
28.4 1.6 5.5 .7 .3 .5 .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 38.0 
  No_design Count 96 8 15 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 122 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
91.1 5.1 17.7 2.3 .8 1.6 .3 .2 .8 .2 .2 .2 .2 .3 .2 .3 .3 .3 122.0 
  cross_hatc
h 
Count 5 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
6.0 .3 1.2 .1 .1 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 8.0 
  split_cente
r_image_o
n_bottom 
Count 
21 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
22.4 1.3 4.3 .6 .2 .4 .1 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 .0 .1 .1 .1 30.0 
  split_field_
vertical_w
avy_lines 
Count 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  Yin_yan Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
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  spread_ou
t_lines 
Count 20 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 23 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
17.2 1.0 3.3 .4 .2 .3 .1 .0 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1 .0 .1 .1 .1 23.0 
  bottom_ey
es 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  side_line_r
ight 
Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  bottom_v_
with_top_ri
pple_mark
s 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  solid_verti
cal_lines 
Count 52 1 10 1 0 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 72 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
53.8 3.0 10.4 1.3 .5 .9 .2 .1 .5 .1 .1 .1 .1 .2 .1 .2 .2 .2 72.0 
  Branches Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  top_lines_
descendin
g 
Count 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  split_field_
horizontal_
with_semic
irlces_dots 
Count 
8 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
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    Expec
ted 
Count 
8.2 .5 1.6 .2 .1 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 11.0 
  bullseye_w
ith_lines_r
adiating_o
ut 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  misc_lines Count 10 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
10.5 .6 2.0 .3 .1 .2 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 14.0 
  bottom_rip
ples 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  split_field_
horizontal_
bottom_do
t 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  side_line_r
ight 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  middle_cir
cle_filled_i
n 
Count 
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
3.7 .2 .7 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 5.0 
  split_field_
horizontal_
tapering_li
nes_desce
Count 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
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nding 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  vertical_w
avey_lines 
Count 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
2.2 .1 .4 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0 
  Three_ban
ds_horizon
tal 
Count 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  Parenthesi
s 
Count 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
4.5 .3 .9 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.0 
  random_sc
ratches 
Count 13 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 15 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
11.2 .6 2.2 .3 .1 .2 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 15.0 
  bear_comi
ng_out 
Count 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  Bird Count 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
4.5 .3 .9 .1 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 6.0 
  Side_x_wit
h_cross 
Count 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
2.2 .1 .4 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0 
  Soft_ball_
with_circle 
Count 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  split_field_
horiztonal_
with_dece
nding_bull
seye_tassl
e 
Count 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  Two_tassl
es 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  split_field_
horizontal_
horse_bit 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  Top_tick_
with_two_l
ower_side
_ticks 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  three_upw
ards 
Count 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
2.2 .1 .4 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0 
  up_side_d
own_head 
Count 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  animal_he Count 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
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ad_on_shi
eld 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  small_circl
e_with_cro
ss 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  split_Field
_horiztonal
_lines_with
_upper_ 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  hour_glass
_lines 
Count 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
2.2 .1 .4 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0 
  middle_tas
sel 
Count 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
2.2 .1 .4 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0 
  inverted_p
eace_sign 
Count 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  Too_oblite
rated 
Count 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
7.5 .4 1.4 .2 .1 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 10.0 
  split_field_
horizontal_
with_four_t
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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icks 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  bear_paws Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  solid_paint
_with_scra
tches_over 
Count 
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  nuclear_Si
gn 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  middle_lin
es_with_cr
ossing_sid
e_lines 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  split_Field
_vertical_
wavy_line 
Count 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  three_circl
es 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  side_lines
_full_other
_side_line
s_half 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  vertical_w
avy_lines 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  animal_on
_shield 
Count 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
6.0 .3 1.2 .1 .1 .1 .0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 8.0 
  split_Field
_horizontal
_with_tassl
e 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  Upper_mid
dle_tic 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  Cross_hat
ch_with_m
iddle_circl
e 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  spaced_op
en_parent
hesis 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  triangle_wi
th_ears 
Count 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  split_field_
horizontal_
with_upper
_and_lowe
r_semi_cir
cles 
Count 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  middle_ver
tical_thick_
lines_with_
lines_on 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  inverted_te
eth 
Count 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  split_field_
vertical_ch
everon 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  Lower 
semi-
circle_with
_side_circl
e 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  bullseye_w
ith_upward
_tassel 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  decending
_tassel 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  far_side_li
ned_with_
accompan
ying_mid_l
ine 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  hourglass_
with_middl
e_missing 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  Lower_squ
are 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  two_side_li
nes_with_
semi_circl
e_on_othe
r 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  top_lines_
descendin
g_down_to
_middle_of
_shield 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  two_lines_
and_a_sun 
Count 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  one_straig
ht_line_top
_to_mid_s
hield 
Count 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  bullseye_w
ith_upper_
tassle_sid
e_lines_lo
wer_horizo
ntal_wavy
_lines 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  half_moon Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  split_field_
vertical_int
o_split_fiel
d_horizont
al_margina
l_ 
Count 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  double_spl
it_field_hor
izontal 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  strange_h
uman_face 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  split_field_
vertical_wit
h_thick_ou
ter_lines 
Count 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  fully_lined
_except_fa
r_side 
Count 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
1.5 .1 .3 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
  two_facing
_semi_circ
les 
Count 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
2.2 .1 .4 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3.0 
  Middle_L Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  two_stars Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
  three_top_
tics 
Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
    Expec
ted 
Count 
.7 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
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Total Count 567 32 110 14 5 10 2 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 759 
  Expec
ted 
Count 
567.
0 32.0
11
0.
0
14.0 5.0 10.0 2.0
1.
0 5.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 2.0
2.
0 759.0 
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Shield and Face Paint Observed and Expected Frequencies 
 
 
 
 shields * Facepaint Crosstabulation 
 
Facepaint Total 
    absent present absent 
Count 37 2 39 cross_patee 
Expected Count 36.6 2.4 39.0 
Count 87 5 92 Cross 
Expected Count 86.3 5.7 92.0 
Count 35 2 37 split_field_horizontal_top 
Expected Count 34.7 2.3 37.0 
Count 39 2 41 Teeth 
Expected Count 38.5 2.5 41.0 
Count 4 2 6 split_field_vertical_left 
Expected Count 5.6 .4 6.0 
Count 7 1 8 split_field_vertical_right 
Expected Count 7.5 .5 8.0 
Count 8 1 9 hand_of_god 
Expected Count 8.4 .6 9.0 
Count 11 1 12 Three_horizontal_bands 
Expected Count 11.3 .7 12.0 
Count 13 0 13 Pumpkin_man 
Expected Count 12.2 .8 13.0 
Count 13 2 15 concentric_circles 
Expected Count 14.1 .9 15.0 
Count 9 2 11 split_field_horizontal_eyes 
Expected Count 10.3 .7 11.0 
shields 
Anthropomorph Count 2 0 2 
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Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 6 2 8 misc_vertical_lines 
Expected Count 7.5 .5 8.0 
Count 4 0 4 bottom_circle 
Expected Count 3.8 .2 4.0 
Count 38 0 38 thick_center_cross 
Expected Count 35.6 2.4 38.0 
Count 112 10 122 no_design 
Expected Count 114.4 7.6 122.0 
Count 8 0 8 cross_hatch 
Expected Count 7.5 .5 8.0 
Count 29 1 30 split_center_image_on_bott
om Expected Count 28.1 1.9 30.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_field_vertical_squiggle 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 yin_yan 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 21 2 23 spread_out_lines 
Expected Count 21.6 1.4 23.0 
Count 1 0 1 bottom_eyes 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 2 0 2 side_line_right 
Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 1 0 1 bottom_v_with_top_ripple_
marks Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 70 2 72 solid_vertical_lines 
Expected Count 67.5 4.5 72.0 
Count 1 1 2 Branches 
Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 2 0 2 top_lines_descending 
Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
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Count 11 0 11 split_field_horizontal_with_
semicirlces_dots Expected Count 10.3 .7 11.0 
Count 1 0 1 bullseye_with_lines_radiati
ng_out Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 14 0 14 misc_lines 
Expected Count 13.1 .9 14.0 
Count 1 0 1 bottom_ripples 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_field_horizontal_botto
m_dot Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 side_line_right 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 5 0 5 middle_circle_filled_in 
Expected Count 4.7 .3 5.0 
Count 2 0 2 split_field_horizontal_taperi
ng_lines_descending Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 2 1 3 vertical_wavy_lines 
Expected Count 2.8 .2 3.0 
Count 2 0 2 Pepsi 
Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 4 2 6 Parenthesis 
Expected Count 5.6 .4 6.0 
Count 15 0 15 random_scratches 
Expected Count 14.1 .9 15.0 
Count 2 0 2 bear_coming_out 
Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 6 0 6 Bird 
Expected Count 5.6 .4 6.0 
Count 3 0 3 side_x_with_cross 
Expected Count 2.8 .2 3.0 
soft_ball_with_circle Count 1 0 1 
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Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_field_horiztonal_with_
decending_bullseye_tassle Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 2 0 2 two_tassles 
Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_field_horizontal_horse
_bit Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 top_tick_with_two_lower_si
de_ticks Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 2 1 3 three_upwards 
Expected Count 2.8 .2 3.0 
Count 1 0 1 up_side_down_head 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 1 2 animal_head_on_shield 
Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 1 0 1 small_circle_with_cross 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_Field_horiztonal_lines
_with_upper_ Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 3 0 3 hour_glass_lines 
Expected Count 2.8 .2 3.0 
Count 3 0 3 middle_tassel 
Expected Count 2.8 .2 3.0 
Count 2 0 2 inverted_peace_sign 
Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 10 0 10 too_obliterated 
Expected Count 9.4 .6 10.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_field_horizontal_with_f
our_ticks Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 bear_paws 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
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Count 2 0 2 solid_paint_with_scratches
_over Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 1 0 1 nuclear_Sign 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 0 1 1 middle_lines_with_crossing
_side_lines Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 2 0 2 split_Field_vertical_wavy_li
ne Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 1 0 1 three_circles 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 side_lines_full_other_side_l
ines_half Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 vertical_wavy_lines 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 8 0 8 Animal_on_shield 
Expected Count 7.5 .5 8.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_Field_horizontal_with_
tassle Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 2 0 2 upper_middle_tic 
Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 1 0 1 cross_hatch_with_middle_c
ircle Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 Spaced_open_parenthesis 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 triangle_with_ears 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_field_horizontal_with_
upper_and_lower_semi_cir
cles 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 Middle_vertical_thick_lines
_with_lines_on Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
inverted_teeth Count 1 0 1 
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Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_field_vertical_chevero
n Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 lower semi-
circle_with_side_circle Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 0 1 1 bullseye_with_upward_tass
el Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 decending_tassel 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 far_side_lined_with_accom
panying_mid_line Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 hourglass_with_middle_mis
sing Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 lower_square 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 two_side_lines_with_semi_
circle_on_other Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 top_lines_descending_dow
n_to_middle_of_shield Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 two_lines_and_a_sun 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 2 0 2 one_straight_line_top_to_
mid_shield Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 1 0 1 bullseye_with_upper_tassle
_side_lines_lower_horizont
al_wavy_lines 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 0 1 1 half_moon 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_field_vertical_into_spli
t_field_horizontal_marginal
_ 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 0 1 1 double_split_field_horizont
al Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
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Count 1 0 1 strange_human_face 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 split_field_vertical_with_thi
ck_outer_lines Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 2 0 2 fully_lined_except_far_side 
Expected Count 1.9 .1 2.0 
Count 3 0 3 two_facing_semi_circles 
Expected Count 2.8 .2 3.0 
Count 1 0 1 Middle_L 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 two_stars 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 1 0 1 three_top_tics 
Expected Count .9 .1 1.0 
Count 712 47 759 Total 
Expected Count 712.0 47.0 759.0 
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Separate Wolf Headdresses and Shield Observed and Expected Frequencies 
 
 shields * Headdress Crosstabulation 
 
Headdress Total Total 
    wolf_mask 
wolf_mask_no_
ears 
wolf_mask_wit
h_ears 
ball_nose_wolf
_with_long_hai
r absent 
Count 3 2 4 0 39cross_patee 
Expected Count 2.9 .7 1.7 .1 39.0
Count 8 0 5 0 92Cross 
Expected Count 6.9 1.6 4.0 .1 92.0
Count 6 1 1 0 37split_field_horizontal_top 
Expected Count 2.8 .6 1.6 .0 37.0
Count 6 0 0 0 41Teeth 
Expected Count 3.1 .7 1.8 .1 41.0
Count 0 0 1 0 6split_field_vertical_left 
Expected Count .5 .1 .3 .0 6.0
Count 1 0 1 0 8split_field_vertical_right 
Expected Count .6 .1 .3 .0 8.0
Count 0 1 0 0 9hand_of_god 
Expected Count .7 .2 .4 .0 9.0
Count 0 0 2 1 12Three_bands_horizontal 
Expected Count .9 .2 .5 .0 12.0
Count 0 0 0 0 13pumpkin_man 
Expected Count 1.0 .2 .6 .0 13.0
Count 1 0 2 0 15concentric_circles 
Expected Count 1.1 .3 .7 .0 15.0
Count 2 0 2 0 11split_field_horizontal_eyes 
Expected Count .8 .2 .5 .0 11.0
shields 
Anthropomorph Count 0 0 0 0 2
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Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 1 0 1 0 8misc_vertical_lines 
Expected Count .6 .1 .3 .0 8.0
Count 1 0 0 0 4bottom_circle 
Expected Count .3 .1 .2 .0 4.0
Count 2 1 0 0 38thick_center_cross 
Expected Count 2.9 .7 1.7 .1 38.0
Count 2 2 3 0 122no_design 
Expected Count 9.2 2.1 5.3 .2 122.0
Count 0 1 0 0 8cross_hatch 
Expected Count .6 .1 .3 .0 8.0
Count 2 1 1 0 30split_center_image_on_bott
om Expected Count 2.3 .5 1.3 .0 30.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1split_field_vertical_wavy_lin
es Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1yin_yan 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 2 0 2 0 23spread_out_lines 
Expected Count 1.7 .4 1.0 .0 23.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1bottom_eyes 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 2side_line_right 
Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1bottom_v_with_top_ripple_
marks Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 4 1 5 0 72solid_vertical_lines 
Expected Count 5.4 1.2 3.1 .1 72.0
Count 0 1 0 0 2Branches 
Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 0 0 0 2top_lines_descending 
Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
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Count 4 1 0 0 11split_field_horizontal_with_
semicirlces_dots Expected Count .8 .2 .5 .0 11.0
Count 1 0 0 0 1bullseye_with_lines_radiati
ng_out Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 2 0 1 0 14misc_lines 
Expected Count 1.1 .2 .6 .0 14.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1bottom_ripples 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1split_field_horizontal_botto
m_dot Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1side_line_right 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 5middle_circle_filled_in 
Expected Count .4 .1 .2 .0 5.0
Count 0 0 0 0 2split_field_horizontal_taperi
ng_lines_descending Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 0 0 0 3vertical_wavy_lines 
Expected Count .2 .1 .1 .0 3.0
Count 0 0 0 0 2Three_bands_horizontal 
Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 0 0 0 6Parenthesis 
Expected Count .5 .1 .3 .0 6.0
Count 1 0 0 0 15random_scratches 
Expected Count 1.1 .3 .7 .0 15.0
Count 0 0 0 0 2bear_coming_out 
Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 0 0 0 6Bird 
Expected Count .5 .1 .3 .0 6.0
Count 0 0 0 0 3side_x_with_cross 
 Expected Count .2 .1 .1 .0 3.0
soft_ball_with_circle Count 0 0 0 0 1
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Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1split_field_horiztonal_with_
decending_bullseye_tassle Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 2two_tassles 
Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 1 0 0 0 1split_field_horizontal_horse
_bit Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1top_tick_with_two_lower_si
de_ticks Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 1 0 3three_upwards 
Expected Count .2 .1 .1 .0 3.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1up_side_down_head 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 2animal_head_on_shield 
Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1small_circle_with_cross 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1split_Field_horiztonal_lines
_with_upper_ Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 3hour_glass_lines 
Expected Count .2 .1 .1 .0 3.0
Count 1 0 0 0 3middle_tassel 
Expected Count .2 .1 .1 .0 3.0
Count 0 0 0 0 2inverted_peace_sign 
Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 1 0 0 0 10too_obliterated 
Expected Count .8 .2 .4 .0 10.0
Count 1 0 0 0 1split_field_horizontal_with_f
our_ticks Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1bear_paws 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
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Count 0 0 0 0 2solid_paint_with_scratches
_over Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1nuclear_Sign 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1middle_lines_with_crossing
_side_lines Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 2split_Field_vertical_wavy_li
ne Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1three_circles 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1side_lines_full_other_side_l
ines_half Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1vertical_wavy 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 8animal_on_shield 
Expected Count .6 .1 .3 .0 8.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1split_Field_horizontal_with_
tassle Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 2upper_middle_tic 
Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1cross_hatch_with_middle_c
ircle Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1spaced_open_parenthesis 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1triangle_with_ears 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 1split_field_horizontal_with_
upper_and_lower_semi_cir
cles 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1middle_vertical_thick_lines
_with_lines_on Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
inverted_teeth Count 0 0 0 0 1
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Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1split_field_vertical_chevero
n Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1lower semi-
circle_with_side_circle Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1bullseye_with_upward_tass
el Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1decending_tassel 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1far_side_lined_with_accom
panying_mid_line Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1hourglass_with_middle_mis
sing Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1lower_square 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1two_side_lines_with_semi_
circle_on_other Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 1top_lines_descending_dow
n_to_middle_of_shield Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1two_lines_and_a_sun 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 1 0 2one_straight_line_top_to_
mid_shield Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 1 0 0 1bullseye_with_upper_tassle
_side_lines_lower_horizont
al_squig 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1half_moon 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1split_field_vertical_into_spli
t_field_horizontal_marginal
_ 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1double_split_field_horizont
al Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
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Count 0 0 0 0 1strange_human_face 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1split_field_vertical_with_thi
ck_outer_lines Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 1 0 0 0 2fully_lined_except_far_side 
Expected Count .2 .0 .1 .0 2.0
Count 0 0 0 0 3two_facing_semi_circles 
Expected Count .2 .1 .1 .0 3.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1Middle_L 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1two_stars 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1three_top_tics 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 57 13 33 1 759Total 
Expected Count 57.0 13.0 33.0 1.0 759.0
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Lumped Wolf Headdress and Shield Observed and Expected Frequencies 
 
 
 shields * Headdress Crosstabulation 
 
Headdress Headdress 
    wolf_mask absent 
Count 9 39cross_patee 
Expected Count 5.3 39.0
Count 13 92Cross 
Expected Count 12.6 92.0
Count 8 37split_field_horizontal_top 
Expected Count 5.1 37.0
Count 6 41Teeth 
Expected Count 5.6 41.0
Count 1 6split_field_vertical_left 
Expected Count .8 6.0
Count 2 8split_field_vertical_right 
Expected Count 1.1 8.0
Count 1 9hand_of_god 
Expected Count 1.2 9.0
Count 3 12Three_bands_horizontal 
Expected Count 1.6 12.0
Count 0 13pumpkin_man 
Expected Count 1.8 13.0
Count 3 15concentric_circles 
Expected Count 2.1 15.0
Count 4 11
shields 
split_field_horizontal_eyes 
Expected Count 1.5 11.0
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Count 0 2Anthropomorph 
Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 2 8misc_vertical_lines 
Expected Count 1.1 8.0
Count 1 4bottom_circle 
Expected Count .5 4.0
Count 3 38thick_center_cross 
Expected Count 5.2 38.0
Count 7 122no_design 
Expected Count 16.7 122.0
Count 1 8cross_hatch 
Expected Count 1.1 8.0
Count 4 30split_center_image_on_bott
om Expected Count 4.1 30.0
Count 0 1split_field_vertical_wavy 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1yin_yan 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 4 23spread_out_lines 
Expected Count 3.2 23.0
Count 0 1bottom_eyes 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 2side_line_right 
Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 0 1bottom_v_with_top_ripple_
marks Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 10 72solid_vertical_lines 
Expected Count 9.9 72.0
Count 1 2Branches 
Expected Count .3 2.0
top_lines_descending Count 0 2
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Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 5 11split_field_horizontal_with_
semicirlces_dots Expected Count 1.5 11.0
Count 1 1bullseye_with_lines_radiati
ng_out Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 3 14misc_lines 
Expected Count 1.9 14.0
Count 0 1bottom_ripples 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1split_field_horizontal_botto
m_dot Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1side_line_right 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 5middle_circle_filled_in 
Expected Count .7 5.0
Count 0 2split_field_horizontal_taperi
ng_lines_descending Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 0 3vertical_wavy 
Expected Count .4 3.0
Count 0 2Three_Bands_horizontal 
Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 0 6Parenthesis 
Expected Count .8 6.0
Count 1 15random_scratches 
Expected Count 2.1 15.0
Count 0 2bear_coming_out 
Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 0 6Bird 
Expected Count .8 6.0
Count 0 3side_x_with_cross 
Expected Count .4 3.0
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Count 0 1soft_ball_with_circle 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1split_field_horiztonal_with_
decending_bullseye_tassle Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 2two_tassles 
Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 1 1split_field_horizontal_horse
_bit Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1top_tick_with_two_lower_si
de_ticks Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 1 3three_upwards 
Expected Count .4 3.0
Count 0 1up_side_down_head 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 2animal_head_on_shield 
Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 0 1small_circle_with_cross 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1split_Field_horiztonal_lines
_with_upper_ Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 3hour_glass_lines 
Expected Count .4 3.0
Count 1 3middle_tassel 
Expected Count .4 3.0
Count 0 2inverted_peace_sign 
Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 1 10too_obliterated 
Expected Count 1.4 10.0
Count 1 1split_field_horizontal_with_f
our_ticks Expected Count .1 1.0
bear_paws Count 0 1
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Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 2solid_paint_with_scratches
_over Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 0 1nuclear_Sign 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1middle_lines_with_crossing
_side_lines Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 2split_Field_vertical_wavy_li
ne Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 0 1three_circles 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1side_lines_full_other_side_l
ines_half Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1vertical_wavy_lines 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 1 8animal_on_shield 
Expected Count 1.1 8.0
Count 0 1split_Field_horizontal_with_
tassle Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 2upper_middle_tic 
Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 0 1cross_hatch_with_middle_c
ircle Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1spaced_open_parenthesis 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1triangle_with_ears 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 1 1split_field_horizontal_with_
upper_and_lower_semi_cir
cles 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1middle_vertical_thick_lines
_with_lines_on Expected Count .1 1.0
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Count 0 1inverted_teeth 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1split_field_vertical_chevero
n Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1lower semi-
circle_with_side_circle Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1bullseye_with_upward_tass
el Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1decending_tassel 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1far_side_lined_with_accom
panying_mid_line Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1hourglass_with_middle_mis
sing Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1lower_square 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1two_side_lines_with_semi_
circle_on_other Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 1 1top_lines_descending_dow
n_to_middle_of_shield Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1two_lines_and_a_sun 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 1 2one_straight_line_top_to_
mid_shield Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 1 1bullseye_with_upper_tassle
_side_lines_lower_horizont
al_squig 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1half_moon 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1split_field_vertical_into_spli
t_field_horizontal_marginal
_ 
Expected Count .1 1.0
double_split_field_horizont Count 0 1
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al Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1strange_human_face 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1split_field_vertical_with_thi
ck_outer_lines Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 1 2fully_lined_except_far_side 
Expected Count .3 2.0
Count 0 3two_facing_semi_circles 
Expected Count .4 3.0
Count 0 1Middle_L 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1two_stars 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 1three_top_tics 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 104 759Total 
Expected Count 104.0 759.0
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Separate Wolf Headdresses and Bustle Observed and Expected Frequencies  
 
 
 
 
 
 Bustle * Headdress Crosstabulation 
 
Headdress Total Total H
    wolf_mask 
wolf_mask_no_
ears 
wolf_mask_wit
h_ears 
ball_nose_wolf
_with_long_hai
r absent 
Count 42 10 22 0 582Absent 
Expected Count 43.7 10.0 25.3 .8 582.0
Count 10 3 7 1 119two_sided 
Expected Count 8.9 2.0 5.2 .2 119.0
Count 1 0 1 0 16one_sided 
Expected Count 1.2 .3 .7 .0 16.0
Count 2 0 0 0 15Straight 
Expected Count 1.1 .3 .7 .0 15.0
Count 1 0 0 0 4Animal 
Expected Count .3 .1 .2 .0 4.0
Count 0 0 3 0 6otter_medicine_bag 
Expected Count .5 .1 .3 .0 6.0
Count 0 0 0 0 1abraded_bustle 
Expected Count .1 .0 .0 .0 1.0
Count 0 0 0 0 5lined_bustle 
Expected Count .4 .1 .2 .0 5.0
Count 0 0 0 0 3
Bustle 
tapered_ 
Expected Count .2 .1 .1 .0 3.0
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Count 1 0 0 0 3spread_out_lines 
Expected Count .2 .1 .1 .0 3.0
Count 0 0 0 0 5oval_with_feathers 
Expected Count .4 .1 .2 .0 5.0
Count 57 13 33 1 759Total 
Expected Count 57.0 13.0 33.0 1.0 759.0
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Lumped Wolf Headdress and Bustle Observed and Expected Frequencies  
 
 Bustle * Headdress Crosstabulation 
 
Headdress Headdress 
    wolf_mask absent 
Count 74 582Absent 
Expected Count 79.7 582.0
Count 21 119two_sided 
Expected Count 16.3 119.0
Count 2 16one_sided 
Expected Count 2.2 16.0
Count 2 15Straight 
Expected Count 2.1 15.0
Count 1 4Animal 
Expected Count .5 4.0
Count 3 6otter_medicine_bag 
Expected Count .8 6.0
Count 0 1abraded_bustle 
Expected Count .1 1.0
Count 0 5lined_bustle 
Expected Count .7 5.0
Count 0 3tapered_ 
Expected Count .4 3.0
Count 1 3spread_out_lines 
Expected Count .4 3.0
Count 0 5
Bustle 
oval_with_feathers 
Expected Count .7 5.0
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Count 104 759Total 
Expected Count 104.0 759.0
 
 
 
